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Abstract

This research examined the way that experíenced Reading Recovery teachers
foster change over time ín the wríting development of the lowest achieving, beginning

writers in grade one. This was accomplished through a study of the level of support that
teachers províded through both verbal and non-verbal cues.

Using teachers from schools with high and lowReading Recovery outcomes, the
data was gathered over a series

of

six lessons conducted by ten Reading Recovery

teachers; five from high and five from low outcome schools. The series of observed
lessons spanned, on average,

from 12to20 weeks. Eachteacher was observed on six

separate occasions totalling 60 observations in all.

Observations were anaþedto determine the level of contingency support

provided throughout the course of a child's program; methods of word-solving taughl

prompted and promoted by teachers; and opportunities for developing wríting
índependence as measured by the amount of wait time provided before intervening.

Additional observations were made about planning for instructiorç the total amount

of

time provided for writing within daily lessons, and the stimuli used for composition
The result is a profile of teachers from schools with highly successfü outcomes
and teachers from schools with less successful outcomes and a comparison of the two.

Implications for instruction and for further research a¡e included-
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CHAPTER

1

Nature of the Study

Writing is an essential component of every child's early literacy development. For
most children in the first two years of school, classroom progrÍrms are able to provide the

learning experiences necessary to build both fluent reading and effective writing. In fact

" . . . most children learn to read fairþ well . . . once exposed to formal instruction,"
(Snow, Burns

& Griffen,

1998,

p.l7).

Good first classroom teaching is sufficient in

meeting the needs of the majority of children, especially

"if individual needs and personal

learning schedules are taken into account" (Clay, 1993, p.

l).

Instructional efforts must

be directed to those few children who are encountering difüculty, however. Some young

children are faced with many hurdles in becoming literate regardless of the excellence

of

the prescribed curriculum or the quality of instruction. These learners are at risk.
Thus, for the lowest achieving children, an individualised literacy intervention
program is warranted in order to develop successful literacy learners. Clay (1993)
contends that,

"To prevent literacy problems, observation of children's early interactions

with print, and individual teaching for some children are recommended" (p 6) Clay also
asserts that "organising

effectively for meeting individual needs in the first year of school

is important, especially for children who are slow to move into the classroom program...

(Clay, 1993,p.6). Clay (1993) believes that this small nurnber of children who require
special supplementary instruction can be identified at the begrnning of grade one.
Reading Recovery, developed by Marie Clay, is one first grade intervention that
has demonsüated positive results

in numerous settings over many years (Clay, 1979,

"

1985; Clay &. Watson, 1982; Pinnell. DeFord" & Lyons, 1988; Tuck & Clay,

& Crooks, 1992; Lyons, 1998). Reading Recovery

l99l; Glynn

is a short-term early intervention that

helps the lowest achieving first-grade children develop effective strategies for reading
and

writing to allow them to join the average band of their classroom cohorts. (Clay,

1993). The program is a supplement to regular classroom instruction.
"Reading Recovery is based on two assumptions. The first is thataprogr¿ìmme

for a child having difftculty learningto read should be based on a detailed observation of
that child as a reader and a writer" (Clay 1993, p. 7). Reading Recovery teachers are

trained to make careful observations about children's literacy development in both
reading and writing. Classroom teachers make recommendations to the Reading
Recovery teacher about the grade one students in the their classes who appear to be

having diffrcuþ. Those students are surveyed using the tasks inAn Observation Survqt
of Early Literacy Achievement (Clay, 1983, 2002) to identifu the lowest achieving

children. The Reading Recovery teacher then makes

a

tentative summary about the

competencies of each identified child in order to plan his or her individualised learning
experiences.
The series ofReadingRecovery lessons begins with a close observation of the

child's ways of responding. kritially, the specialised instruction remains within the
domain of the child's repertoire of "known" strategies. As well, daily lesson records are
studied and perhaps discussed with Reading Recovery colleagues and other members

of

the school literacy team in postJesson reflections. The Reading Recovery teacher looks

for evidence of the child's shengths and plans the most beneficial learning moves for

each individual child. Clay (1993) states, "The programme

will work out of

these

strengths and not waste time teaching anything already known" (p.7).The Reading
Recovery teacher thus has üemendous responsibility to ensure that she "selects the
clearest, easiest, most memorable examples with which to establish a nerv response, skill,

principle orprocedure" (p. 8).
The "second assumption is that we need to know how children who become
readers learn to read how children who become writers learn to lr¡Íite" (Clay, 1993,p.7).

The understandings that teachers already have as experienced early years teachers, as

well as the understandings that they gain during their Reading Recovery training year and
in later professional development sessions put them in a "better position to help children
who are having diffrculty" (Clay, 1993).
The critical elements of the Reading Recovery progftim are

l.

intensive, daily one-to-one instruction for thirty minutes for the first
gr:ade

children who a¡e most at risk for literacy failwe;

2. ayear long training corrse and continuing professional

development

through which educators leam and continue to explore prover¡
research-based theory and procedures;

3.

research and evaluation to monitor results and provide support

participating educators and institutions.

for

lYriting in the Readtng Recovery Program
Within the context of every child's daily Reading Recovery lessons, neatly
sandwiched between reading opporhrnities, is a uriting component. During this writing

time, the teacher supports the child as he or she composes and records a story. "The

witing down of the child's orally composed messages

can be shared by the teacher and

child in interaction from the early leaming stage" (Clay, 1993, p. 28). According to
Lyons, Pinnell and DeFord (1993), "the writing portion of the lesson is highly scaffolded.

At this time, teachers are cautioned to observe children closely, watch their

eyes and

behaviour so as to support the children in doing what they can for themselves, but always
to be ready to do for the children that which they cannot do for themselves" (p. 123).

The

Sndy

This study examined the way that experienced Reading Recovery teachers foster
change over time in the unriting development of the lowest achieving first grade children.

This was accomplished througlr observations of the level of support (both verbal and nonverbal) that teachers provided during writing instruction. Teacher/pupil interactions were
observed during the writing portion of the daily Reading Recovery lessons in schools that

showed high student outcomes as well as teacher/pupil interactions in schools with low
student outcomes.
Three specific areas rilere examined with æachers who had highly successful
students and with teachers who had less successful students. These

\ilere: (1) the patterns

of contingent support that teachers provided (2) the word-solving strategies fostered by
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teachers as they guided children in recording their daily messages., and (3) the

opportunities provided for I developing writing independence. My pu{pose was to

identiff a pattern of effective teaching decisions

made by Reading Recovery teachers

in

teaching writingto the lowest achieving children in Grade'one.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this investigation w¿N: (1) to develop a profile of the way Reading
Recovery teachers effectively foster'the assembly of a working system" (Clay, 2001, p.
89) in young children as the children learn to write text, and (2) to examine some of the
teaching and learning opportunities fostered by teachers from schools that have

consistently demonstrated highly successful outcomes for many ofthe lowest achieving
students. These goals were realised by studyrng the kinds of learning opportunities

provided during instruction and by anaþing the pattern of scaffolding that occurred in
the tutorial context, as writing competence developed.

Spec

ifìc Research Quest ions

Reading Recovery teachers seek to accelerate the progress of the lowest achieving

children by selecting'the. . . most memorable sample with whichto demonstrate a new

principle . . ." (Clay, 1993). The study was designed to determine whether or not it is
possible to identiff instructional decisions that have positive effects on writing

development. In particular, the study examined the degree of instructional support

provided the word-solving strategies demonstrated" andthe opportunities Reading

Recovery teachers provided for developing writing independence as they sought to foster
change in writing performance over

time. Both verbal

and non-verbal cues made by

teachers over the 12 to 20 weeks of a child's Reading Recovery progr¿rm were examined.

The essential question was whether or not a pattern of effective teaching responses could
be identified by analysing the cues given by teachers during the uniting portion of the

daily Reading Recovery lesson. This involved using teachers at work with students from
schools that had in the past achieved highly positive outcomes in the Reading Recovery

literacy intervention and students from schools that had achieved less positive outcomes.
Three specific areas were compared for teachers from schools with high student
outcomes (HSO) and for teachers from schools with low student outcomes (LSO). The
study was specifically designed to answer the following questions:

l.

What are the patterns of contingent support that teachers provide students
as they develop as

writers? In what ways do teachers adjust the level of

contingency support given to a particular child based on their observations
of the child's current need?

2.

What are the word-solving strategies fostered by teachers as they guide

children in recording their daily message?

3. How does the frequency

of opportunities for independent word-solving

change over time as learners develop an understanding of how words form
as they write?

The major purpose of this study was to uncover a pattern of effective
instructional decisions made by Reading Recovery teachers in the teaching of writing to
the lowest achieving first grade children.

Scope of the Study

This study examined the teaching responses of five teachers from schools with
high outcomes for children in the ReadingRecovery progr¿ùm and the responses of five
teachers from schools with low outcomes. The teachers represented both urban and rural

schools in fow different school divisions in Manitoba. The teachers involved had
received their initial Reading Recovery taining from various Teacher Leaders and

participated in the continuing professional support program. The children selected for this
study had low scores on the writing tasks, Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words and

Writing Vocabulary (Clay, 1983, 2002, pp. 97 -l I 9) upon entry to the Reading Recovery
program. The raw scores of the students placed them in stanines one or two.

Significance of the Study
This study will be of interest to Reading Recovery teachers, Teacher Leaders, and
trainers. By design, ReadingRecovery teachers are supported in their fiaining and
receive continuing professional development from Teacher Leaders who, in turn, are
supported by trainers.

Scaffolding is a ter¡n inúoduced by Wood Bruner, and Ross (1976) that describes
the process by which a tutor supports a learner in completing a task that the learner could

not complete on his or her

own

Teacher Leaders help teachers learn howto scaffold the

development of the reading and writing process for Reading Recovery students. In so

doing the Teacher Leaders are scaffoldingthe learníng ofthe teachers. This multí-tiered
scaffolding is at the core ofthe desrgn ofthe Reading Recovery program.
I n-Se rv i c e C ours e _for Teache rs

The teacher training component of the Reading Recovery program has been
described as

'b dynamic

and intensive professional development process for teachers"

(Lyons, Pinnell and DeFod 1993). It talces an entire school year and invariably alters
teachers' views about liæracy instruction for the lowest-achieving population of children.
Experienced early years' teachers, selected by their school division for

taining

participate for one full school year in an apprenticeship progran that includes four halfday sessions in assessment haining and aminimum of eighteen two and one half hour inservice sessions.

An essential component of the in-service and on-going professional development
sessions is the observation of teaching. Guided discussion of trvo live ReadingRecovery
lessons, each taught by a member of the group is observed througü a one-way glass.

Discussion of the teaching within the content of Clay's theory on reading and uniting
development precedes and follows the demonstration lessons- The Teacher Leader
guides discussion in which teachers "observe closely, developing the ability to notice

minute shifts in children's behavior" (Clay, 1993,p. 9). "DuringReadingRecovery
training a teacher is challenged

if

she seems to be wasting the lea¡ner's time, especially

when her peers notice that she is teaching somethíng the child has already shown that he

[or she] can do!" (p. 9).
Teachers receive a minimum of five on-site visits from their Teacherleader

during their trainingyear On these visits, Teacher l-eaders observe individual teachers

working with one or more of their Reading Recovery students. Discussion before and
after the observation is based on the teaching decisions that have been planned and
executed. If the child who has been making slow progress "has been dropping further
and further behind his [or her] classmates" (Clay, 1993) then the teacher must "foster and

support acceleration as lhe orJ she moves the child quickly througlt his [or her]
programme, making superb decisions and wastingno unnecessary time" (Clay, 1993).

Another effort to improve the quality of the teaching includes exchange visits

with colleagues from the same goup. During these visits, the Reading Recovery teachers
reflect on their instructional decisions during the lessons of individual children and tussle

with their own understandings in relation to teaching.
In subsequent years,

as

long as the teachers continue to teach Reading Recovery

as part of their teaching assignment they attend a

minimum of eight on-going

professional development sessions. In addition, they receive at

løst

one

visityearly from

the Teacher Leader and continue to mahe and receive visits from colleagues.
Everyone involved in Reading Recovery reflects upon the verbal and non-verbal
support provided to students during lessons. These reflections a¡e carried out rcgularly

not only by ReadingRecovery teachers for themselves, but also as they teach for their
colle4gues behind the one-way glass. When the Teacher Iæader confers either with the

9

individual or the group about observed teaching sessions, the support given is specifically
about teaching decisions, based on the observations ofthe student's responses in the
reading and writing tasks.
Reading Recovery: A guidebookfor teachers in training (CIay, 1993) provides
guidance in terms of "teaching for strategies" (Clay, 1993,pp. 39a3) in reading, but less

specificity has been provided about how to support children in writing. For every story
written, Clay (1993) points out that there are three ways to write new words

1. Sometimes you can analyse new words you want to write.

2.

Sometimes you have to know how to spell a particular word.

3.

Sometimes you have to 'make it like another word you know'

which means get it by analogy with a coÍrmon spelling pattern
used in

English. (p. 35)

In addition to an explanation of how to guide the child to compose a story, Clay
gives a thorough explanation of teaching procedures in terms of how to support the

child's analysis of the sounds of words. She calls this process "hearing and recording
sounds in words" (Clay, 1993,pp.32

-35). As well, some information about building

and süengthening a child's writing vocabulary, and helping the child

link known

information to new has also been included (Clay, 1993).
Reading Recovery teachers need to have an understanding of how writing
development changes uniquely over the course of each child's progr¿rm, plus an
understanding of where the child's needs dictate how they support learning next. A
gradient of difficulty has been created in reading for the teacher through a book list that

10

has been carefully constructed by Reading Recovery trainers and Teacher Leaders.

ln

teaching writing however, the teachers must create their own gradient of difficulty. "The
teaching has to provide a gradient of

diffrcuþ in the tasks

such that learners have many

opportunities to try to work at higher levels of complexity" (Clay 200I, p. 19). "Reading
Recovery teachers must constantly ask themselves, 'What is this child learning?' . . . To

promote accelerative teaching, teachers must continue to critically evaluate their own
teaching and have opportunities for peer evaluation through live teaching sessions"

(Watson, 1989, p. 8). Trainers, Teacher læaders, and teachers are continuously
endeavoring to achieve a deeper understanding of the type of support they must give in
order to optimize children's learning. Clay's work is "research based" (Clay 1993, pp.
60-61) and she continues to reflect and revise the information she provides in accordance

with the most recent research into both literacy learning and professional development.
As a Teacher Leader, I hope to be able to use this study of teacher support during
the writing portion of the lesson to improve my own teaching practice with children and

to strengthen the way I support Reading Recovery teachers during their professional
development sessions and individual on-site visits. Dialogue

with¡relve otherReading

Recovery Teacher Leaders in Manitoba is a regular occrrrence, as is discussion with the

network of many other Teacher Leaders across Canada. We are always interested in the
studies conducted into Reading Recovery by each other, as well as studies carried out by
researchers outside the

field. In an effort to

use the research to guide our understandings

and reflections on teaching practices, we read widely about the studies being done

1t

in

earþ literacy in order to be current on what has been writterU to be reflective of the
implications on our teaching and to use or discard study findings as we see f,rt.
Trainers are essential in the role of guiding Teacher Leaders' training and ongoing professional development. Their expertise and knowledge supports Teacher
Leaders as they observe, read" and discuss theoretical and practical aspects ofthe
Reading Recovery literacy intervention program. At the local, provincial and national

level I

will

b€ able to share with colleagues and examine the results, implications, and

limitations of my study more deeply.

Glossary of Terms

Continuing Contact or
On-going professional
development

Two and one-half hourProfessional Development sessions
held 8 times ayear for trained Reading Recovery Teachers
conducted by TeacherLeaders [This always includes
observation of 2 lessons through a one-way glassl.

Discontinued

A Reading Recovery child who has successfully developed a
processing system in reading and writing and can benefit from
classroom instruction without supplementary individual
suprport.

HSO

Teachers or students from schools with highly successful
outcomes.

In-service sessions

ReadingRecovery Teachers-in-Training meet with a Teacher

t2

Leader every other week for 2t/rhours. This always includes
observation of 2 lessons through a one-way [glass].

LSO

Teachers or students from schools with less successful
outcomes.

ReadingRecovery
teacher

An experienced teacher who has completed the year long [inservice courseJ taught by a registered Teacher læader.

Reading Recovery
Teacher Leacler

An experienced teacher who has completed the Diploma
course for Teacher Læaders, ayeal of fulltime study at a
recognízed Traíníng Institute ín preparatíon tbr training
Reading Recovery Teachers.

ReadingRecovery
trainer

A Reading Recovery trainer has primary responsibility for the
training and continued professional support of Teacher
Leaders.

Referred

A Reading Recovery child who has not developed

a processing

system after being in the program for a sufficient period

of

time and needs longer-temr specialist support.

(Canadian Institute of Reading Recovery, 2000)
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CTIAPTER 2

Review of the Literature
This chapter reviews the liærature on theory and research as it pertains to the

writing development of young children; the n¿ture of contingency: or tutorial support; the
writing component in an effective early intervention; the principles of the Reading
Recovery program; and studies of teacher effectiveness within the context of the writing

portion of the Reading Recovery proeiram.

Development of the \4rriting Process in Young Children

Writing is a complex, constructive activity, and the study of writing development is a
complex business (Vygotsky, 1962). Foremost, the writing process itself is complex.
Young writers must attend not only to shaping ideas for themselves and their audience,
but must also pay attention to the physical act of writing, demands of structure and style,
and to the technical elements, such as handwriting and spelling.

Writing involves a complex series of actions. Children have to think of a
message and hold
and

it in the mind. Then they

have to think of the first word

howto start iq remember each letter form and its features and

manually reproduce the word letter by letter. Flaving written that first
word (or an approximation), the child must go back to the whole message,
retrieve it, andthink of the next word. Through writing children are

l4

manipulating and using s¡rmbols, and in the process learning how written
language works (Fountas & Pinnell, 1996,p.14-15).

Bereiter (1978) suggests that ". . . there may be structurally distinct stages in writing

development

as the developing

writer outgrows one system and begins to employ a more

complex ong which in turn is outgrown and supplanted by ayet more complex system"

(p.7).
Writing instruction can also be categorised. Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986,
cited in Knudsoq 1989) suggested four categories:

(l) shatery

instruction, which

involves presenting uiriting to students as a cognitive process, (2) procedural facilitation,

which involves helping students by providing them with external supports, (3) productoriented instruction, which helps students gain a clear knowledge of goals to attain; and

(a) inquiry learning which help students through exploration and guided discovery (p.
e2).

Reciprocity of Reading and lïriting

An individual's knowledge about the reading and uniting process have many corrmon
elements. Understanding one of them helps to understand the other

-

the relationship is

reciprocal. The reciprocal relationship betrveen reading and writing requires attention,
does the need for children to learn different stategies to enable them to read and

comprehend a variety of texts, both narrative and expository, and to communicate in

writing in appropriate styles for a variety of purposes.
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The contribution of story reading and the importance of environmental print to
young children's development of literacy is often cited (Teale & Sulzby, 1986).
Knowledge of what children understand about reading is crucial to teaching them about
the power of writing and about the reciprocity betrveen the reading and writing process.
"Readers can read without necessarily being writers or knowing a gre,at deal about

writing and how it's done. But writers must be readers, and this creates

a

kind of

language and thinking behavior which is quite unique" (Cambourne, 1988). Many
studies have acknowledged the impact

ofthe reciprocity between reading and writing

(Clay, 1982,1998, 2001; DeFord 1994; Teale & Sulzby, 1986; Tierney & Shanahan,
1996). Hurry Q002) reporting on Loban's finding stated that it was "concluded on the
basis of a large longitudinal study across twelve grade levels that the relæionship

between reading and uriting rilas 'so striking to be beyond question" (p. 16).

Bruner (1966) emphasises the importance of all knowledge being part of a
reciprocal relationship "Knowledge in this sense is like a rope, each sÍand of which
extends no more than a few inches along its lengttr, all being intertwined to give a solidity

to the whole" (p. 126). Clay cautions Reading Recovery teachers that the reciprocity
does not occur spontâneously.

It is the teacher who must "remember to direct the child to

use what he [or she] knows in reading when he [or she] is writing and vice versa" (Clay,

1993,p. 11).
Clay (1975) points out that "in the child's early contact with written language,

uniting behaviours seem to play the role of organisers of reading behaviorus.... [reading]

t6

does appear to help the child to come to gnps with learning to attend to the significant

details of written language" (p. 3).
Observation of an emerging process requires an astute teacher, capable of linking
the theory of a complicated process with overt student behaviour. The value of ensuring

that teachers are trained to analyse young children's responses to print and diagnose their

difficulties

-

from analysis of reading behaviours and from analysis of their attempts at

writing has been shown (Clay,1982; l99l;2001;2002). The importance of providing
meaningful experiences with words to children's acquisition of their spelling as well as

of

their usage and interpretation has been stessed (Adams, 1990). The contribution

'rh¡rme, rhythm and repetition'to development of phonemic a\ilareness in young children,
and in sensitising them to discriminate the sounds and symbols of spoken and written
language has also been demonstrated (Goswami & Bryan! 1990). However, the
emphasis on phonics continues to be a source of controversy in the development

of

literacy and the teaching ofreading.

Hearingand Recording the Sounds in Words
Vernon and Ferreiro (1999) have examined the development of phonological
awareness through

vwiting. They reported on the results of a study that examined the

relationship between the development of phonological awareness and the development

of

writing in Spanish-speaking kindergarten students. The results demonstrated that
phonological awareness develops througbout the child's year in kindergarten and that this

t7

development is related to the children's writing development. In discussing the
educational implications of their findings, they state,

Direct systematic phonics instnrctioru segmental phonological
awareness training, and the teaching of letter-sound correspondences

may not be useful for all children, regardless oftheir developmental

level. Those children who have already reached advanced levels
('invented spellers,'. . .) may benefit from

it. However, children at less

advanced levels of writing development may not be capable of grasping

the information about phonemes and leüer-sound matching, although
they do analyse speech" (p. an).

The instruction that child¡en receive about not only hearing but also recording the sounds

in words facilitaæs the development of phonological awareness which in turn, is
strengthened through the development of the reading process.

"In writing [the child] must take cognizance of the sound structure of each word,
dissect it, and reproduce it in alphabetical symbols, which he [or she] must have studied
and memorized before.

h

the same deliberate way, he [or she] must put words in a

certain sequence to form a sentence"

(Vygotsþ, 1962). Vernon

and Feneiro's work

(1999) supports this.

If

teachers encourage [children] to write and to reflect on their writing,

analysis of speech will take place. . . . If we retain a naive viewthat
considers an alphabetical writing system as a visual way to represent
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phonemes, making leamers a\ilare ofthese phonemes seems the only

pertinent thing to do. But uniting systems are much more complex than

that. That is why the task of becoming literate cannot
learning ofa code (p.

be reduced to the

alÐ.

What does seem clear is that a balanced approach to literacy teaching requires a

rich source ofvaried materials and a variety of experiences. Literacy processing develops
when teachers provide young children with opportunities to read books of fiction and

non-fiction and environmental print, and provide comprehensive programs that ensure
that all children have many opportunities to write. The children acquire an appreciation

of the sounds and slmbols of the languagg the sequential probabilities of words in
sentences, and letters within words in written English. The majority of children

will

become liæræe in such an environment, however some children will require a carefully
planned comprehensive intervention program.

Building a ll'riting Vocabulary

children may experiment with uniting messages from

a

very young age, and

it

does not take long before they begin to comprehend that there a¡e conventions in written

langæge. Their personal experiences handling books and in having stories read to them

will

have varying degrees of impact on young children's literacy development as

will

experiences watching significant and more knowing others engage in writing activities

(Clay,l991).
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A study carried

b-y Sara

Robinson (1973, cited in Clay,1975) of reading

development between the ages of 6 Yz andT Yzfotndthat her task desiCned to measure a

child's writing vocabulary, was a good predictor of

a

child's progress in reading

development. Writing behaviour is a good indicator of children's knowledge of letters
and of left to right sequencing. As Clay (2002) suggests,

"Writing vocabulary is made up

of known vocabulary plus the words that the child knows how to construct, and together
those two gÍoups of words are good indicators of future prog¡ress" (p. 25).

Word writing knowledge is an indicator of what part of the visual code child¡en
have learned to notice. When children are able to recall the way to write words, letter by

letter, they must recall not only the configuration of the word but the exact details as well.

A child's written message is thus a good indicator of what he or she is able to visually
discriminate about print and to organise with their own hand and eye movements (Clay,
1e82).

The letters, punctuation, and spaces that a child must be able to produce in order to
record a message in writing represent a complex set of signs that are used in regular and

inegular ways in written English. Some letters can be oriented in different ways and still
represent the same letter. For example, when the letter

"c" is slightly askew, it is still

"c". Ho\ilever, if it is rotated too much it may represent "n" or "u".
said for the letter

"o".

a

The same cannot be

Letters that a¡e commonly confüsed such as "d",'ob"r "p" and

"q"

take great sophistication not only to discriminate, but to reproduce (Clay, 1975).

Knowledge about the way print works is critical and complex for a child getting under
way with literacy.
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Eventually, children learn to write many words correctly and use them often. As
speed

of production increases, attention is freed to give more thought to new challenges

(C1ay,2001). Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) support this when they suggest that until
children are able to produce some words with automaticity, the act ofhaving to hold one
word in mind while producing it may result in a type of short-term memory loss for what
they intended their whole mess4ge to say or how they planned to say it (p. 102).

Smith (1982) proposes that when children are learning to uirite, the composition
part ofthe process and the tanscription part of the plocess may interfere with each other.
He suggests that this interference occurs because the two processes are competing for the

attention of the young writer. Without a sufficient bank of words that are well known
and easily and quickly written down, the writer must direct alarge portion of his or her

cognitive processing to producing these words.

In considering how children build their bank of known words to be of use in
reading, teachers must keep in mind that "one way of remembering a word in all its detail
is to be able to wriæ

it" (Clay, 1993,p.27).

MakingAnalogies
When a child is able to link something that is known to a new word that he or she
wants to writg a form of classification is takingplace. The child is "classing the two
things as similar" (Clay, 1993,p. 50). Rather than learning new words as individual
items, each as a separate and unique entity, it is more efficient and powerful to categorise
and classi$ new items according to some system. According to Lyons (2003), the brain
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naturally searches for patterns to categorise, organise, s¡mthesise information, code it into
memory, and then retrieve

it(p.22).

Starting with a known word [can free a child's]

brain to attend to the order and sequence ofletters and sounds to make new words (p. 99).

Concepts About Print

At times we write in lists,

at times we write randomly on a pege, but

if we want to

convey a "story" or a "message" we need to start at the top ofthe page, move to the right,
sweep back to left and continue

on. This concept of print is evident in reading but the

young child must learn to control it in uniting. Where to sta¡t on the page and which way
to go may seem simple enough once it is learned, but in development is subject to
considerable experimentation (Clay, I 991 ).

Contingency or Tutorial Support

An individual's potential level is not limited by
that individual's endowed ability but is raised exponentially
by the quality ofthe social interaction in which the individual
participates. The social interaction not only precedes an individual's
development ofhigher mental functions, but the organisational
features ofthe social context are also intemalised and reflected

in the individual's performance (Wertsch & Rogoff, 1984, cited in Gaffirey
Andersor¡ 1991,p.17).
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Wood Bruner, and Ross (1976) examined the nature of the tutorial process with
young children. While their study directþ concerned three, four, and five year olds, the
results can be generalised to other tutorial situations. In their study they coined the term

"scaffolding" which they used to describe "the process that enables a child or novice to
solve a problem, car¡r out a task or achieve a goal which would be beyond his unassisted

efforts" (Wood et al., 1976,p.90).

Vygotsþ's zone of proximal
given child can achieve alone;

þs

developnnent refers to "the gap between what a

or her] 'potential development as determined by

independent problem solving; and what fte or shel can achieve; through problem solving
under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers" (Wood & Wood 1996,
p.6). Vygotsþ's definition does not identi$ the nature of the guidance to be provided,
however Wood et a1.(1996) proposed the concept of scaffolding to ampli$r Vygotsky's
concept of support. Wood et al. suggested that the tutorial suprport "included recruiünent

of the child's interest in the task, establishing and maintaitting an orientation towards
task-relevant goals, higruighting critical features of the task that the child might overlook,
demonstrating how to achieve goals and helping to contol frushation" (p. l3).
Wood expanded this theory in order to "articulate much more carefully and to
describe the dimensions of contingent tutoring" (Wood 2003 p. 14). He has defined
three dimensions of contingent tutoring: instructional contingency, domain contingency,
and temporal contingency.
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Instructional confingency- Instructional contingency refers to "how a tutor
adjusts the amount of help offered, not only on the basis of the child's unaided task
perforrnance, but also on the basis ofhow the child responded to the tutor's previous
attempts to help" (Wood, 2003,p.14). Based on careful observation ofwhat a child says
and does, the tutor must make two decisions. The tutor must first decide whether or not
the child w¿ts successful and then decide how to increase or decrease support for the child

appropriately.

Domain contingency. Domain contingency "concems the issue ofwhat to focus
on next in the time course ofteaching" (Woods,2003 p. 14-15). This is viewed as a

multilayered requirement where the tutor may need to determine what to focus on in the
next moment or the next day. These decisions depend upon how well the tutor is able to
determine how much uncertaint¡r a learner can manqge at any given moment or point in
the a child's learning sequence. "Maintaining a high success rate for all learners is a key
demand constraining the definition of domain contingency" (p. 15).

Temporal contingency. Temporal contingency refers to the issue of "when" a

tutor needs to intervene. Wood (2003) suggests that tutors must determine "how much

time should I leave before I decide to intervene?" (p. 16). The ans\iler to this query is
determined by individual children and teachers' observations oftheir learning. While

children vary in (a) the arnount of time they wait before they decide they need some help,
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þ)

awareness

ofthe fact that they need help, and (c) the ability to seek help

appropriately; it takes an asfute observer to know when to intervene.

While Wood (2003) concedes that "contingent hrtoring is

a

description of an

ideal that is almost impossible to achieve in practice because the complexities and the

intellectual demands on the hrtor a¡e immense," he also points out that "contingency
...

[isJ.

.

. a serious issue when we are dealing with leamers who are struggling" (p. I 8).
Within the context oftutorial a teachinleaming situation, skilled teachers

support children. C.azÅen(1992) has suggested that there are th¡ee levels of social
assistance. The teacher may allow a child to discover without the teacher's help, may
reveal to the child what needs to be done in order to be able to solve a problem, or, may

tell the child the word or how to get the right answer. She cites the use ofElkonin boxes
(1973, cited in Clay, 1993) during the writing component of a Reading Recovery lesson
to support the child's analysis ofthe sounds in spe.ech as an example of"revealing".
For learners, the activity ofhaving to slow pronunciation in order
to match the finger action [required to
a new

fill

the boxes] makes possible

kind of attention to the sounds oftheir own speech. The teacher's

language is directed to involving the child in the activity, in which

the child will come to affend in a new way. Thus a teaching technique
has been developed that successfully teaches phonemic awareness

by revealing the sound structure to the child without explicitly telling
the child linguistic labels or orthographic rules (CazÅen,1992,

p.307).
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Cazden's position is that revealing can be more beneficial than telling for young

children because information gained from telling is not often available for the child to use
later, and telling a child how the r¡¿ritten code works risks over-simplification of a very
complex task.

Writing instruction can also be categorised. Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986, in
Knudson, 1989) suggested four categories: (1) strategy instruction, which involves
presenting writing to students as a cognitive process; (2) procedural facilitation, which

involves helping students by providing them with external supports; (3) product-oriented
instruction, which helps students gain a clear knowledge ofgoals to attain;

an{ (4)

inquiry learning which helps students through exploration and guided discovery.
Wood et al. (1976) were able to discern another quality of the tutorial

relationship. They found that there was

a

positive quality that the tutor brought to the

task by creating "an aünosphere ofapproval [such] that the children seemed eager to
complete their constructions----often, seerringly, to show her as well as to reach the goal

per se" (p. 93).
Lyons (1999) also noted the importance ofthe positivity and acceptance that a
tutor must show the learner and noted that effective Reading Recovery teachers are able
to demonstrate exactly such qualities. "[They] create an instruction environment that
includes two major features to help the child feel positive and successful, both of which
support and sustain attention. First, they teach the task. Second, they keep the task easy
so that the

child will feel successfi¡l and will attend to the process" (Lyons, 7999, p. 78).
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According to Lyons (2003), expert teachers consistently demonstrate five
particular qualities.
They have a thorough understanding ofreading and writing and
they know how these process change over time in young children.

They are able to assess children's progress and identify roadblocks
to learning. They know how to provide a d¡rnamic, flexible scaffold
that assists children in mastering new competencies. . . . Expert teachers
are reflective before, during and after the lesson and...they never stop

working to make the children's experiences positive and rewarding.
They understand that in order to learn, children must be attentive,
active, and successful (P.168).
Gufinan and Sulzby (2000) confirmed the significance of a scaffolded

learning situation, particularly when children are learning a new task. They suggest that

"rrhat

seems important is the right combination

of structure,

a

warrn and supportive

environmen! and positively motivated role models" (p.13).
When considering how literacy education needs to be structured for handicapped
students, Rueda (1990) suggests that the role

ofthe teacher can be one ofthe more

important factors in stimulating the early development of uriting ability. According to
Hobsbaum, Peters, and Sylva (1996), the teacher's role in scaffolding literacy processes
may be effective only in " one- to-one teaching sifuations because contingent responding
requires a detailed understanding of the learner's history, the immediate task and the
teaching strategies needed to move on" (p.24).
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Clay (1993) is explicit in her instruction to teachers about the level of contingency
support they provide children. She states that

In early lessons the teacher's conhibution to the production is high
because she is creating the opportunities for the child to do what he

[or she] can, write what he [or she] knows and learn something
new. . . . There should be a gradual takeover by the child as writer
and the teacher's contribution should change

-

to reminding

prompting and faciliating the production by the child. . . .
Towards the end ofa child's programme the teacher's role shifts to

monitoring the child's performance, anticipating and problemsolving difficulties, and teaching more by talking than by
demonstration (p. 29).

Components

ofan Efective Early Literaqt Intervention

Snow, Burns, and Griffin (1998) examined several interventions that had been

thoroughly researched and found many common elements among those that were

*children
successful. The indicator of success \ilas the extent to which
achieve levels

of

literacy that will enable them to be successful througlr their school careers and beyond"
(p.247). Their review identified a set of common cha¡acteristics in the progrÍrms. Three
elements cornmon to all of the successfi¡l interventions, the following being pertinent to

this study.
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l.

Writing is an important feafure of the intervention. However, the uniting
activity is not simply completed as support while engaging in invented
spelling; it is typically conducted in amore systematic manner.

2-

Each program includes carefully planned assessments that closely monitor the
response of each child to the intervention.

3.

Effective intervention programs pay close affention to the preparation and
supervision ofthe teachers or tutors (pp.2T2 - 273).

While Snow and her colleagues reviewed research thæ criticised the Reading
Recovery prograrn for using measures of success designed by CIay herself and for the

lack of a control goup in the original research, they acknowledged that the efficacy

of

the intervention could not be denied. The reviewers suggested that the one lesson that
other intervention programs needed to learn from Reading Recovery was that "in order to
approach reading instuction with a deep and principled unde¡standing ofthe reading
process and its implications for instruction, teachers need opportunities for sustained

professional development" (p. 258).

Hurry (2000) echoes these findings on professional development. In a review
research evidence to establish the key elements

of

ofa successful literacy intervention for

children who we¡e making a slow start in reading and rnniting in their first years at
school, her findings revealed that '"Most successfirl interventions for poor readers, both

with

a narrow or a broad

curriculum, include writing- (p.16). She also concluded that

"one-to-one intervention is more reliable than group programmes. There is very limited
evidence ofthe effectiveness ofgroup level intervention, though some examples have
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significantly improved children's reading progress" (p.26). Additionally, "teachers tend
to produce larger reading gains in their pupils than classroom assistants and can deliver
more flexible readingprograms" (p.26)- Hurry suggests that there is a "need fortraining
and ongoing professional development and [a] need to ensure that implementation

faithftlly reflects intervention guidelines. . . . Reading Recovery

has a clear and effective

model for systems managemen( (p.27).
Thus the Reading Recovery program possesses many key elements cha¡acteristic

of effective early intervention

progr¿rms

including: (a) systematic uniting, (b) ongoing

assessment to inform instruction, and (c) attention to professional development.

Principles of the ReadingRecovery Program

The premise that early intervention for children who are experiencing literacy

difficulties is a way to prevent later school failure is a key principle of the Reading
Recovery progftm. This is supported by longitudinal research which demonstrates thæ
children who fall behind in grade one tend to remain belowgrade level throughout their
school years (Juel, 1988; Rowe, 1997). The gap between the averageband of literacy
learners and the lowest band unfortunately increases over time. The aim ofReading
Recovery is to close that gap early on in a child's life at a point that is critical to literacy
development.
The Reading Recovery program was designed and evaluated by Marie Clay in

NewZealand (Clay, 1979,7982,1985). Its efficacy as an early intervention program has
been replicated and documented in numerous settings (Clay, 1979,1985; Clay
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& Watson,

7982;Pinnell, DeFord, & Lyons, 1988; Tuck & Clay, 1991; Glynn & Crooks, 1992;
Lyons, 1998). Through Clay's longitudinal research study (1966, cited in Clay, 1993)

with

a random sarnple of children in their first year at school,

atajætory of normal

literacy acquisition in New Zealand was developed. The Reading Recovery intervention
was developed based on the premise that an optimal intervention could be provided at
some point where

failue could

be predicted with minimal error. The intervention would

lead to changes in the interactions ofthese individuals with their environment and in

social contexts. ReadingRecovery was thus the result of Clay (1993) asking the
question, "What is possible for children who are having difficulty getting on the path to

literacy?" (p. 60) Clay believed that if teachers were able to observe and support the
reading and writing development of children at the beginning of their schooling and to

identify those individuals who were at risk offalling behind their peers, then teaching
procedures could be developed to make a difference.

"Although no thought was given to Vygotsþ's theories during ...program
development it is possible to interpret features ofReading Recovery in Vygotskian
terms" (Clay &. CazÅen,1990). The teacher observes behaviors and tentatively theorizes
on the unseen mental processing that the child is acting upon in both reading and writing.

Througlr verbal and non-verbal cues, the teacher then acts as a "scafFold" (Wood et al.,
1976) to support the learners in their next steps. This support is gauged to allow for
successfi¡l problem solving within the child's zone ofproximal development. "The only
good kind of instruction is thæ which marches ahead ofdevelopment and leads it;

3t

[instruction] must be aimed not so much at the ripe

as at the

ripening function"

(Vygotsþ,1962, cited in Clay &. Cazden, 1990).

Program Goals for Ch¡ldren
The program goals for the children in Reading Recovery are first to assist those
children who a¡e at risk of failure to catch up to their peers in a very short amount of time
(twelve to twenty weeks, on average). A second goal is for the children to continue to
benefit from classroom progr¿ùms to improve their reading and rnriting every time they
read and r¡¡riæ. In Clay's words, "Teachers aim to produce independent readers whose
reading and writing improve whenever they read and n¿rite" (Clay, 1993, p. 43).
Independence is partly the result of the teacher upholding the principle that "she [or he]
must never do for the child what he [or sheJ could do for him [or herJ self. She
encourages and reinforces independent operating and problem detection, and problem-

solving" (Clay, 7993, p. 58).

Writing
The specific "purpose of the writing component ofthe Reading Recovery lesson

is to learn how to u¿rite messages and stories, to be ready after a rather brief series

of

special lessons to blossom out and urite bigger and better stories. In the ideal case we
teach

children'how to do things'

so that they

will forever extend their own

competencies" (Clay, 2002,p.24). Clay suggests that'"the novice r¡¡riter learns to
compose messages or stories in his [or herJ own words and language structures, then
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engages

in ways to record it" (Clay, 1993b, p. 28). This, in short, implies that the child

will learn about

the composing process and the transcription process throughout the

course of the intervention.

In observing the children at the end oftheir Reading Recovery program, Clay
(7gg3,p. 59) contends that their writing progress should indicate that "he [or she] can
write a couple of sentences for his [or her] story, requiring only one or two words from
the teacher". Further, there should be a large number of words that the child can write

fluentþ and independently, and the child should have developed

a shategy of

moving

from sounds to letters. The rate at which these skills are mastered is determined by the
teacher's instructional decisions.

The Profe s s ional Development C omponent

Using teachers who receive special training rather than paraprofessionals or
untrained teachers, has been documented as a factor in the success of an early

intervention (Slavi4 Kurweit & Wasiþ 7992; Snow et aI. 1998; Hurry,2000). Clay
acknowledges that'T.eadingRecovery teachers need special training to make superbly
sensitive decisions about how to interact with the responses of the hard-to-teach child"
(C1ay,7993, p. 1). The successful outcomes for Reading Recovery \ilere compa¡ed to
other prevention early intervention strategies by Slavin, et al. (1992) for their effect size
and long-term effects. They affributed positive program effects to the teachers'

professional development including theiryear of

JJ

taining. "The immediate reading

outcomes for all forms of tutoring rire very positivg but the largest and longest-lasting
effects have been found for the three progtams that use teachers as tutors" (p. 14).
Teachers, nevertheless, need opportunities to gain experience in order to
understand the ways in which their teaching must change over time. According to Clay

(2002), the teacher's role changes from "close monitoring and intervention" very early in
the child's progrrim to the "t@cher acting as a prompt or 'memory amplifier' to þeingJ

'essentially ¡eactive'towards the end ofthe child's program" (p.76).

The Positive Outcomes of the Reading Recovery

Program

When working with the lowest achieving portion of the grade one population
(approximately the bottom 20o/o),Reading Recovery teachers are able to support students

in two \ilays, the first being that most of the children who were taken into the

progr¿ùm

were able to discontinue daily tutoring and return successfully to their classrooms, able to

benefit from classroom instruction along with average children, and the second being that
the remainder of those children in Reading Recovery were identified early in their school
experience as needing long-term specialist help (CIay, 1993). Clay's research (1978, cited

in Clay, 1993 p.65) showed that these chil&en made very good progress, but not to a
level ofproficiency that they would be able to sustain in the classroom without additional
support. Children who left the school before completing their program represent a very
small number, as do those who make progress but are unable to continue in Reading
Recovery for a variety of reasons.
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Positive results for the lowest achieving child¡en who have the benefit of a
Reading Recovery program have been replicated in numerous settings with a wide variety

of populations (Clay, 1979,1985; Clay & Watson, 1982; Tuck & Clay,1997; Glynn &
Crooks, 1992;Pinnell et al., 1988). The program operates in a variety of international
educational systems in New Zealand the United States, Australia, Canada, England
Bennuda" Anguilla, and Jersey. The program has changed the literacy learning for "more
than one million"American children since 1984 (ReadingRecovery Council ofNorth

America, 2002) and also touched the lives ofmore than I3,000 Canadian children in the
2000-2001 school year alone, including over 2,000 children in the Manitoba education
system (Canadian Institute ofReading Recovery, 2002).

The Teacher Leaders who provide the professional development for Reading
Recovery teachers look for ways to foster g¡owth in observational skills and the provision
ofappropriaûe scaffolding as well as in the growth ofReadingRecovery teachers. The
data collected annually (Canadian Institute ofReadingRecovery,2000) is fodder

for

reflection on \ilays to improve the implementation ofReadingRecovery and to improve
the quality ofdaily instruction.

Effect ive Contingency Support in Reading Recw ery

Clay Q002) reminds teachers tbat children must be active participants in their
learning, initiating actions and solving words in uniting as much as they a¡e able to

manage. TÏre role ofthe teacher is critical as a support and a guide. Clay (2002) srrsgests
that:
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Every interaction in the daily uniting segment is a teaching
move

-

not a memory task, nor a practice attempt, nor an

analysis of sounds, but carefully determined and astutely

delivered teaching with a target that involves learning how
to do something do it better, do it fasær,link it up to something
and prepare it for future independent use (p. 32).

Rodgers (1998) examined the nature oftalk during one teacher's Reading
Recovery lessons with two students. Her analysis revealed that the teacher provided
three kinds of scaffolds within the interactions: continuous and mended scaffolds,

misleading scaffolds, and helpfirl scaffolds. She concluded that the presence of scaffolds
alone was not sufficient to account forthe differences in student progress in reading and
that the students who made slower progress received fewer demonstations of critical

literacy behaviors by the teacher.
Bruster (1992) studied four students and analysed teacher-student dialogue in
order to establish the exisûence of scaffolded instruction and then to establish the
categories represented. She found that eiglrt categories of scaffolding emerged that

complied with Halliday's (1975) categories for natural language learning and paralleled
Bruner's (1966) benchmarks for cognitive growth (p. 1).
Lyons, Pinnell, and DeFord (1993) conducted alarge study of the efficacy

of

early intervention programs in the United States. Four intervention programs were
studied: Reading Recovery, Reading Success (a program

with similar practices to

Reading Recovery but aII teacher taining was completed in two weeks), Direct
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Instntction Skills PIan (anindividual

progr¿un

with

a focus on

individual skills), and

Reading and Writing Group (a group intervention). Each program was compared to a

control goup within the school. Their findings were that Reading Recovery was the only

goup for which the mean treatment effect was significant on all measu¡es, and it was the
only treatrnent with lasting effect. The ReadingRecovery children performed

significantly better than an equivalent control goup and those receiving the three other
interventions.
As part of this larger study, Reading Recovery lessons were analysed for time and

content. Teachers were categorised into two groups: those \Mith high student outcomes
and those

with low student outcomes, based on the level oftext reading when students

were released from the prograrn. Lyons, et al. (1993) found that teachers with higher
student outcomes spent more time on writing and less time on reading early in the

children's program. Lessons later in the chitdren's program showed an increase in
reading time so that reading surpassed writing time. Lyons and her colle4gues concluded
that the writing experience in early lessons for low achieving children was significantly

important.
Lessons were also analysed for prompting and reinforcing statements made by

teachers. The high outcome students had a balance between teaching prompts directed at

text level strategies versus prompts at the letter and word level. "Teachers with higher
student outcomes tended to focus on text-level strategies the majority of the time but also
gave attention to letters and words. Teachers with lower student outcomes focussed

primarily on leffers, words and visual information and less in text level stategi es- (p. 74).
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In a study conducted by DeFod White, and Williams (1991, cited in Lyons et al.,
1993), the interactions of two teachers \¡¡ith high and two teachers with low student

outcomes were analysed during the writing segment of Reading Recovery lessons. For

this study high and low outcomes were determined by gains made in text reading and by
performance in the Hearing and Recording Sounds in Iïlords task (Clay, 1993). Teacher
and student responses were examined for two main aspects.

Firs!

the prompts used and

resulting actions initiated including how students responded to teacher prompts and
actions, and second whether there were any differences in teacher/student interactions
\Àrith

high and low achieving students when sentences were generated and written.
The results of the analyses were that regardless of student outcome, the number

of

teacher prompts and actions were similar. One important difference was that high

outcome students initiated actions more often. DeFord et al. (l99l,cited in Lyons et al.,
1993) concluded that "teachers of higher-outcome children foster independent actions

within the uniting component ofthe lesson" (p. 138). The issue of independence as a
detenniner of success is once again evident.
Several other teaching characteristics emerged from this study (DeFord et al., 1991).

Investigators found that while teachers of high outcome children prompt their students
not only to write stories based on personal experiencg they also prompt them to write
stories based on what they have

just read. Mott's (1994) study also revealed that children

are influenced by teacher directed stimuli for story generation.

DeFord and her colleagues (1991) also found that teachers of high outcome
students prompted them to use the working page of their uniting books as a way to solve
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new \Ðords, or to r¡¿rite words or letters fluently. The primary solving strategy \ilas "to
have the children say the word slowly, to reread and to check on their work, to identifu a
sound or sounds they had heard, and to write in their texts- (p. 139). DeFord et al.

concluded that these teachers were not supporting the chitd to independently initiate
analysis of sounds and record them in words, but continually reminded them to take this

action. In a similar vain, Walters (1996) conducted a study to determine if the amount of
learning activity during the uniting portion ofReadingRecovery lessons was related to
reaÅing achievement and the acceleration rates ofReading Recovery children. This study

of 100 students yielded two findings: That there was a significant relationship between
uniting practice page entries per lesson and end-oÊyear text reading levels, and that there
was a significant relationship between the nr¡mber of entries and their acceleration rate.

In contras! DeFord et al. (1991) observed that the teachers oflow outcome
students in their study

drdmorcþr the children

such as saying words slowly for them,

generating the next word in the sentencg rereading words for them and writing letters
and words on the practice page. Teachers of high outcome students, on the other hand

confinned student responses more often. It was also noted that low-outcome sfudents
tended to "spell" the words they wanted to used in rnniting more frequently than to use the

súategy of saying words slowly. Lyons and her colle4gues (1993) pointed out that

"Spelling words is a very different task, one not intended to be used in Reading Recovery
lessons. It places a greater emphasis on memory than on problem-solving strategles- (p.
140).
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The word-solving shatery süessedby the teachers of high-outcome students
when completing the Hearing and Recording Sounds in llords task in the DeFord et al
(1991) study, seems to contradict more recent research carried out by Lyons (1999),

Askew (1999), and supported by Clay (2001),which indicates that the most efficient way
of solving new words is to link the new with some aspect ofthe word that is already

known. * What we do know is that when

a

child has an independent strategy for working

out new words by using knowledge he [or sheJ already possesses, he [or she] has the

power to push his own knowledge fr¡rther and to gain more independence in the rariting

task" (Clay & Watson,

1982).

Anderson's (1997) examination of the ways ReadingRecovery students
generalized or reconstructed new understandings in a classroom setting confirmed that
the scaffolded interactions in writing within the context of the Reading Recovery lessons
led students to flourish as writers in the classroom environment.

Conclrcion
This liærature and resea¡ch review has demonstrated that educators are cognizant
of the fact that it is critical for young children to engage in uniting. Writing development
occurs very early in a child's life and is supported by opportunities to u¡rite with teacher

support. It is also evident that writing facility supports reading developmen! and vicevgrsa
For those working in one-to-one situations, research has demonstrated on both a
theoretical and a practical level that skillfi¡l tutors a¡e able to scaffold learning
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opporh¡nities in zuch a way that the experience is within the learner's zone ofproximal
development. As well, it has been shown that teacher/student interaction provides a
positive experiencg cognitively and emotionally, for the child.

It is also clear that teachers must be supported in their endeavors through
consistent professional development provided by leaders who a¡e able to scaffold teacher

learning in a skillful way. Research into effective early literacy intervention has thus

explicitly stated that program effectiveness is, in part, a result of having students engage
in rnniting and providing

a professional development component

for the teachers who

serve as tutors.

Reading Recovery encompasses all of the research elements that are essential to
successful intervention. The ReadingRecovery intervention has also demonsüated

consisten! successful outcomes for child¡en in many educational qystems around the
world, but most relevantly within the Canadian (and Manitoba) context when success is
measured by learninggains and long-term lasting effects.

In a practical sense, research to date has already focussed on teacher-sfudent
interactions during the writing portion of a Reading Recovery lesson. This has provided
some understanding

ofthe cha¡acteristics of effective tutoring in writing.

This study adds to previous research findings, however, because it parsed the
teacher talk into individual teaching statements in order to investigate what constitutes

effective teacher support. All parts ofthe uiriting lesson were observed from the
generation of the story to its completion, with a particular focus on recording the story.
As well, a scale ofcontingency support developed by Wood Q002)was used in ttre data

4t

anaþis. This scale has not previously

been widely applíed in the Reading Recovery

context. A somewhat larger sample size than used by DeFord et al. (1991) was used in
order to examine more fully what strategies teachers in schools with high student
outcomes prompt most frequently. In an effort to document the opportunities that
Reading Recovery teachers used to help develop writing independence when solving the

production of new words, only interactions in which students solvedthe words

independentl¡ jointly and those accounted for by the teacher were used. The amount
wait time that the teacher allowed the child in formulating a response before offering
support was also examined.

This study, therefore, adds to previous research findings. It (a) provides an
alternative perspective for classiffing tutorial support \¡¡ithin the Reading Recovery

contex! (b) closely examines word-solving stategies prompted by Reading Recovery
teachers; and (c) investigates the opportunities students have to initiate word problem

solving strategies independently.
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CHAPTER 3

Methodolory
This study compared teaching responses during the writing segment of the
Reading Recovery lesson using teacher observations in schools with high and low

outcomes. The overall goal of the study was to examine the ways in which teachers
support the writing development of beginning readers in terms of the degree

of

instructional support provided the word-solving strategies demonstrate{ and the
opportunities afforded for developing writing independence. The ultimaæ purpose being
to improve writing instruction.
Procedure
The data for this study was gathered over a series of lessons conducted by ten
Reading Recovery teachers, five from high, and five from low outcomes schools in the
2002-2003 school year. Each teacher was observed on six separate occasions of a series

of lessons that spanned, on average, from 12to20 weeks.
Schools were selected based on their discontinuing and referral rates for the 2001-

2002 school year as determined by the data submitted annually to the Canadian Institute

ofReadingRecovery. Schools wittt high outcomes (HSO) were those that had
percentage of children able to discontinue daily

a

high

tutoring. Schools with low outcomes

were those with a lower percentage of children who were able to discontinue daily

tutoring. The term "discontinue" implies that the students achieved an instructional text
reading level comparable to that expecûed at the end ofthe year for average students at

their grade level, as well as scores on the other tasks
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Observation Survey of Early

Literaqt Achievement (Clay, 1993,2002) at stanine five or better. This procedure for
participant selection is consistent with the method used by Lyons, Pinnell, and DeFord
(1993) and by Lyons (2003) in selecting participants for their studies of teacher support.
The superintendents from four selected school divisions were asked for
permission to conduct the study in their schools. Following the approval of the cenúal
administratiorq school principals and teachers also were invited to participate. In
addition, r¡rritten consent for participation was granted by the parents of the students and
the students themselves.
Each of the teachers selected one of his or her Reading Recovery students whose
entr¡r scores indicated an instructional text reading level of zero based on the oral reading

of texts included in the Canadian Readrng Recovery Booklist (CRR" l99S). A second
consideration was that scores on the t¿sks from An Observation Survey of Early

Literaq

Achievement (C[ay,1993,2002) were at stanine one or two.
The writing portion of the Reading Recovery lessons was observed six times at
three distinct phases; two observations at the early part of the child's program, two lesson
observations at the middle part ofthe child's progmm, and two lesson observations at the

latter part of the child's series of lessons. The lessons were audiotaped and field notes
were taken to include non-verbal cues given by the teacher. Transcripts of the tapes were
made for in-depth examination. Additionally, photocopies were made of each child's
story and n"ryiting work page as it appeared on the day the observation was made. These

a¡tifacts were used to substantiate the evidence found in the tanscripts. A sample of the
vwiting book (CIay, 1993,p.28) is shown below.
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1

Working space for
teaching and trials

2x8 l/2"

j

Unlined exercise book
turned sideways

Child's story

Prior to each observation, teachers were asked what areas of the writing process
they would be trying to stengthen during their lesson. As well, at the end of the lesson,
the teachers were asked whether they felt that the lesson unfolded in a typical way and

whether or not they felt they had been able to take advantage of opportunities for
supporting uniting development.

Location
The schools selected represented eight urban schools (within the city limits

of

Greater Winnipeg), and three rural schools (outside of Winnipeg city limits). The
schools had Reading Recovery teachers whose experience in their roles ranged from two

to eight years. Six of the teachers served as classroom teachers when not fulfilling the
role of Reading Recovery teacher, and four served as resource teachers \À¡ithin the school.

In order to ensure that there were no external factors impacting the teachers' selection of
students, the schools selected had a level of implementation of the Reading Recovery

program that met the needs of all of the lowest achieving children (i.e. all of the children

who needed the intervention \ilere able to receive help, generally 20Yo of the population).
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Additionally, the schools were not exceptional in terms of their population (heavily
weighted with either high or low needs students).

AII observations took place in the area

and during the time regularly set aside

for

the Reading Recovery teacher to do this work.

Participants
Ten Reading Recovery teachers, five teachers from schools with higher outcomes
and five teachers from schools with lower outcomes, participated in the study. The

determination of whether schools had higher- or lower- student outcomes was determined
by the data gathered at the end of 2007-2002 school year by the Teacher Leaders in
Manitoba and the Western Canadianlsdtute ofReading Recovery. Participation in the
study was voluntary.
The teachers were familiar with having Reading Recovery Teacher Leaders
observe as they taught lessons. Some ofthe teachers may have perceived me to be in a

position of authority, but the role of the Teacher Leader is not an evaluative one. Other
teachers did not connect me with Reading Recovery, and saw the process strictly as a

study approved by the University ofManitoba.
For most ofthe children, I was a ne\il adutt and they were in no way familiar with

me. Reading Recovery teachers frequently introduced me

as another "teacher- or

their

*friend" and the children were free
to engage in conversation. To protect their personal
identity, the names of school divisions, schools, teachers and students were not used.
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Participant Observer

I have been a Teacher Leader in Manitoba for the past five years. Prior to that
time I acted as aReadingRecovery teacher and classroom teacher and was a colleague to

two ofthe teachers who were observed.
Fifteen of the last twenty-four years of my experience has been as an early years
teacher in multi-grade classrooms in one school division. I had worked with some of the

participants in various capacities prior to this study. Involvement on Early Years'
committees, divisional early years' literacy and professional development teams, the local
teachers' association, the Manitoba Reading Association, as well as numerous
presentations and in-service sessions have allowed me to become farriliar with many
teachers in the

regton. Due to previous contact with teachers,

a trusting relationship had

already been established.

Data Sources
Sessions were observed and audiotaped. The audiotapes were fianscribed into a

written format and teacher talk was parsed into individual teaching statements in order to
investigate the presence and nature ofinstructional scaffolding.An individual teaching
statement was considered to be one phrase or statement used to teach, prompt, support or
praise the

child

Field notes regarding non-verbal prompts were added. Information that

was relevant to the analysis from the students' u¡riting sarnples was also added as

required- The data collected was categorised by myself and by another Teacher Leader
after wtrich time we collaborated on our findings.
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Data Analysis
The data was analysed from three perspectives. First, a scale of contingency
support developed by Wood (2002) was used. Each teacher comment was categorised to
analyse the level of support provided by each teacher during early,

middlg and latter

lessons. The pattern of contingency support provided at the early stages in the children's
progr¿m was compared for teachers from highly zuccessful schools and those from less
successful schools. Similarly the two groups ofteachers were also compared at the

middle and late stages of each child's program. The levels of support outlined by Wood
(2003) are (from least to most supportive) as shown below:

1.

General verbal intervention:

Praise, confirmation e.g.

2.

'þod

boy" or "What's wrong?" "l¡mm"

Specific verbal intervention:

Relatingto the actual text- repeating prompting drawing
attention to a word or word parÇ e.g. "You've got the first three
letters right." "Canyou make a capital N?"

3.

Specific verbal intervention plus non-verbal indicators:

Non-verbal action e.g. covering errors; using plastic letters or
putting stong oral emphasis on a sound or sflable.

4. Preparation

for next action:

Draws one box for every sound or every leffer, directs child to
unite letterin box or on p'ractice page; ælls child the letter, reminds
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child of next word to write, for example, "Write M in here." or
invites the child to choose between two possibilities.

5.

Demonstrates action:
Writes letter or word for

chil{

demonstrates or models an action or

tells the child the answer.
Each conversational tum taken by the teacher was classified by Wood's (2003)
system and then the frequency for each classification was detennined. The frequency

of

the supportive moves made by HSO and LSO teachers was segregated by stage in

progftrm. Using a Pearson co-efficient, the F-ratio for p < .05 was calculated to
determine the statistical significance ofthe differences between the two groups.
Based on Wood's (2003) theory of contingency suppor!

it

was my hypothesis that

the more successful teachers would provide a higher level of support for the children in
the early stages and gradually shift to low levels of support as theys progressed.

Furthermorg I hypothesized that the teachers would move up and down two or three
levels of support in a sequential order. It was my hypothesis that less successful teachers

would be likely to demonstrate a cluster of levels of support that did not change
significantly throughout the child's program. As well, less successfuI teachers would be
less

likely to move up and down the scale sequentially, but rather they would exhibit a

more random pattern of support.

The second analytical perspective was to examine the teaching statements to
determine what word-solving strategies were being fostered by the teachers as suggested
by Clay (1993). The ways of solving each word may include:
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1.

The child knows the word.

2-

The child uses what he or she knows about one word to write a new
word.

3.

The child solves by saying a word slowly, listening for the phonemes
and recording with appropriate graphemes, u/ith or without the use

of

Elkonin boxes (Clay, 1993 p. 32-35).

4.

The child knows part of the word and solves the rest using knowledge

of another word or word part to solve the remainder.

5.

The child solves part of the word by knowing part of the word and
solves the remainder by using another word he [or she] knows to write

something new.

6.

The child knows part ofthe word and the teacher contributes the
remainder.

7.

The child solves part of the word by using another known word and
hears and records the rernaining phonemes.

8.

The child solves part of the word by using what is known about
another word and the teacher contributes the remainder.

9.

The child solves part of the word by analysing and recording the
phonemes in the word and the teacher contributes the remainder.

10. The child knows part of the

!\'or4 then

uses another related word to

solve part ofthe word and finally hears and records some of the
sounds in the word.
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I

l.

The teache¡ writes the word for the child.

Reading Recovery teachers are very familiar with these particular word-solving
strategies that need to be nurtured in writing. The data was compared from teacher to
teacher at early, middle, and late stages in their programs and evaluated for each category

for each individual teacher over the total period of a child's program (from 12 to 20
weeks).

It was my hypothesis that

teachers from schools with highty successful outcomes

(HSO) begin by teaching children how to use what they know in order to add to their
repertoire of known words. They would tend to present new knowledge by relating it to
previous knowledge. Teachers from less successfi¡l schools (LSO) would tend to prompt

children to solve each word as something new and unrelated to previous knowledge. As

well, I believed that LSO teachers would we the word-solving strategy of hearing and
recording the sounds in words, Ietter by letter, far more frequently.
The analytical perspective of the dat¿ examined opportunities for the child to
make de,cisions about solving words. Clay (2002) pointed out that the teacher strives to
"increase the initiation by the child and to avoid participating in ways which make the

child pull back (p.22). The transcription of each word in the child's story was therefore
exa¡nined to determine whether the child recorded the words independently, recorded the

word as ajoint construction with the teacher, or the teacher recorded the entire word for
the child. As well, the amount oftime a teacher \À¡aited before stepping in to support the
learner in co-constructing a word was also analysed-
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DeFord's (1993) study of uiriting included a count of opportunities for
independent solving joint construction and teacher construction on a word by word basis.

In reporting on Rowe's 1986 study, CazÅen (1987, p.22) suggested that the teacher's
conversation with the child impacts on the actions taken by students to solve words
independently. Rowe (1986) stated that when teachers wait for three seconds or more to
respond to students, especially after a student response, "there are pronounced changes in
student use of language and logic as well as in student and teacher attitudes and

expectations" (cited in Cazden, 1987,p.22).

With these findings in mind, each constructed word was
analysed for:

1.

Independent construction by the child, or

2.

Shared construction between teacher and child occurring in 2 seconds

or less after the word to be solved was identified, or

3.

Shared construction between teacher and child occurring in 3 seconds

or more a^fter the word to be solved was identified, or

4.

Teacher construction.

. These results were also evaluated from child to child and over the total period of
the child's intervention program.

It was my hypothesis for this third perspective of data analysis that the
teachers from HSO schools would allow the students to construct as many words as

possible independently, and that while their involvement in actually writing words and in
sharing the task with the child would be high early in a child's progr¿rm, this involvement
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would gradually be reduced so that the child controlled most of the written product in
lessons late in the program. Additionally, HSO teachers would not make decisions

hastily about whether or not to support the child- As Rowe (1986, cited in Cazder41987)
had found, HSO teachers would allow a wait time ofat least three seconds for the child to
decide

if and how to proceed

on his or her

own. It was also my belief that teachers from

less successfuI schools would demonstrate a pattern of word-construction decisions that

essentially remained the same throughout the course of the child's progrÍrm and that those
teachers would not wait as long for the child to take the initiative in constructing words

independently.

Summary ofMethods

The purpose of this study was to look for patterns in the way that teachers from
high outcome schools compared to those from low outcome schools responded to
students in the uiriting segment of Reading Recovery lessons. By comparing teaching
actions in early, middle and later lessons, and then examining how the teachers changed

their teaching actions across the series of lessons, it was my contention that different
patterns ofrespondingwould begn to emerge.

Ultimately, my goal was to create a profile ofeffective contingency supports to
facilitate uiriting development for low achieving students in the Reading Recovery
program. This was accomplished by establishing how teachers from schools u'ith high
outcomes teaclt, what they teach for, and the amount of independence they allow their
students to develop as they foster

writing development over time.
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CHAPTER 4
Data Analysis and Discussion

The analysis of the data gathered in this study is divided into three
sections. Each section outlines the data collected in response to the original three research
questions plus relevant observations. The questions deal u'ith (1) the level

of

instructional contingency supporÇ (2) the word-solving strategies prompted by the
teacher, and (3) the opportunities provided for independent problem solving

. Within

each of these questions, the analysis is guided by notable differences between teachers

from schools with highly successful outcomes (HSO) and those from schools with less
successfi¡l outcomes (LSOI examined first across the duration of the intervention and
second by stages (early, middle, and toward the end). The following two questions in
each section:

l.

Throughout the course of a child's progftirn, what are the patterns

of

contingency support provided by teachers from schools with highly successful
outcomes compared to the pattenrs of contingency support provided by
teachers from schools with less successfirl outcomes?

2.

How do the patterns for teachers from schools with highty successful
outcomes and those from schools with less successfi¡l outcomes compare at
each of the stages (early, middle and late)

ofthe ReadingRecovery

intervention?
The first section analyses the level of instructional contingency support provided

by the teachers using the Wood (2003) contingency scale. Both verbal and non-verbal
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responses that support

uriting development have been analysed first according to overall

level, and then categorised according to those made early, those made in the middle, and
those made late in the child's progr¿Lm.

At issue is whether at each of these

stages there

are different support patterns for teachers from schools with highty successful outcomes
and those from schools with less successfü outcomes.

The second section ofthis chaper examines the word-solving strategies fostered
by teachers as they guide children in recording a daily message. As outlined in Chapter
Three, the strategies used to solve words have been sorted into eleven categories. Each

of the eleven categories is exemplified with a sample from the data collected and then all
methods are classified into independent, single strategy word-solving multiple strategy

word-solving, or teacher written.
The third section of this chapter examines the frequency with which opportunities
are provided for practising word-solving and learning more about word-solving

with

teacher support through the co-conskuction of words. How teachers wait for varying
amounts of time before they offer support was examined closely.

As the study proceeded, new questions about writing instruction emerged from
the dat¿. These are dealt with in section four. The three supplementary queries that

follow became evident in differences between teachers from HSO and LSO schools.

l.

Does the teacher have a specific writing strategy that she plans to

stengfhen or emphasise during the writing lesson and does she follow the
plan?
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2.

How does the teacher initiate conversation to develop the composition for
each particular story?

3. How much time (in minutes)

do HSo and

LSo teachers actually devote to

the writing portion of the Reading Recovery lesson at various points
throughout a child's program?

Section One: Levels of Contingenqt Support

This section examines the levels of instructional contingency support
demonstrated by the teachers from HSO and LSO schools. Audiotapes and field notes

for each of five HSO teachers and five LSO teachers were transcribed. For each teacher,
transcripts were made of two lessons from the early portion of one child's Reading
Recovery program, two lessons from the middle of the child's prograrrr and two lessons
late in the child's progr¿lm. Each æaching move in the interaction between teacher and

child after a story had been decided upon, both verbal and non-verbal, was then analysed
using Wood's Scale of Contingency Support (Wood,2003).

Level I of the scale is called'þneral verbal intervention" which "... signal(s) the
current state of activity, but is not Eying to provide a distinct goal or objective to the

child; it's not reducing the degrees of freedom by very much" (Woo{ 2003, p. l2). An
example of an interaction where the teacher's responses a¡e all at level

Child: (rereading what

she has

written) I made a book with a pig in.... I-N...

Teacher: Good foryou!

Child: I made a book with

I is as follows:

a pig

in .... it....I-T!
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Teacher: I think we need to stop there.

Child: period
Teacher: Can you read your story to me?

Level2 of the scale is called "specific verbal íntervention-. "The hallmark ofa
specific verbal intervention is that you start to speciff some action or something to pay
attention to [or to] be searched foI" (Wood, 2003, p.

l2). An example

of an interaction

where the teacher's response is at level2 is as follows:

Chíld: (trving to wríte the word "silly") sill... .y
Teacher: Oh, it ends like another word you know

Child: I know! It's like happy. E?
Teacher: It sounds like E, but it looks like ...

Child: Y!
Teacher: Good for

yoq

you used another word you knew to help you.

Level 3 of the scale is called "specific intervention and nonverbal information.

"Tlìis is where the tutor adds some nonverbal intewention to what he or she says to the
learner," (Woods, 2003, p. l3). An example of an inæraction where the teacher's
response is at level 3 is most clearly

illustated when the teacher, using Elkonin boxes,

draws one box for every sound in a word as follows:

Child: (tryrns to u¡rite the word'Jump") I like to .... jr¡np
Teacher: OÇ let's try that word up here (indicating the working page).

Child:

j...i...j
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Teacher: Can you say that word slowly? (as she draws four boxes with her
pencil)

Child: j... uuuuuu... .mmmmm... p
Teacher: Wow, goodjob! Now say it slowly and push the counters into these
boxes.

Level 4 of the scale is "prepares for next action" and is " essentially the same as a
closed question.... is it A or is it

B? ....offering the learner ¡vo alternatives to choose

fiom," (Wood, 2003,p. l3). A sample of level four support it
Child: (working

on the

word'þpped"). r know

as

follows:

pop, but I need to put the ending

on.

Teacher: \ryhat do youthink?

Child: popp....ed I hear

!

it

says

/t/

Teacher: Do you think it's T like hot orE-D like looked?

Child: E-D
Level 5 on the scale offers the highest level of support by * demonstrating or
modelling what it is thæ should be done next in order to achieve success." There are no
degrees of freedom for the learner, as the correct rcsponse is laid out before him or her

(Woo{

2003, p. 13).

A sample of a teacher initially offering level four support and then

moving to level five support when the learner falters is as follows:

Child: (writing the word "case") case
Teacher Say it slowly, what can you hear?
Child: C-K
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Teacher: It's just one ofthem.

Child: Oh, CK
Teacher: Which ong the C or the K?

Child: K
Teacher: It's the other onq C.

Chíld: (laughs) Oh!

Resultsþr HSO Schools
The first step in the analysis

ril¿rs

to total the responses of teachers from schools

with highly successful outcomes for each level of support at each stage ofthe

progr¿ùm.

These totals and an indication of significant differences (indicated by a Pearson co-

efficient or F-ratio) and are outlined in Table

l.

As illustrated, the results indicate that the majority of the support from these HSO
teachers was at a low level, level one or level two throughout the course of the child's

program. While there were examples ofhigher levels of support
coÍrmon.
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as

well, these were less

Table

1

Total Number of Responses at Each Level of Supportfor Teachersfrom Schools with
H ighly Successful Outcomes
low to high level support

ln

level I

level 2

level3

level 4

level5

Early

t75

214

60

50

55

Mddle

IM

l9l

40

29

61

Late

IM

l5l

4t

31

47

Stage

Progri

Figure 1. Level of instructional contingency for HSO teachers
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Resultsfor LSO Schools
Teachers from schools with less successful outcomes frequently provided many

examples of low level support to the children throughout the course of the Reading
Recovery program, but often provided a high level of support as well. A high level

of

support was particularly evident in the early stages of the children's programs, although
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there were relatively high levels of level2 supports late in the program. This is illustrated

in Table 2 andFigure 2.

Table2
Total Number of Responses at Each Level of Supportþr Teachersfrom Schools with
Less Successful Outcomes
low to high level support

Stage

in

Program
Early

Lzte

level I

level2

108

llt

lt6

95

lt2

t27

level3

level 4

level5
t47

t6
95

77

Figure 2.l-evel of instructional contingency for LSO teachers

Level of Contingency Support Through the Program
for Teachers from Schools with Less Successful
Outcomes
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Early stages- When comparingthe level of contingency support provided by
teachers from HSO and LSO schools to children early in their series of lessons, it is

evident from a perusal of both Table 3 and Figure 3 thatteachers from HSO schools
provided more supportata low level and less support at a high level. This would suggest
that teachers from HSO schools encourage and support students in doing what they can as
independently as possible early in the intervention, providing some support, but limiting
that support to demonstrating and telling.

Table 3
Total Number of Responses Early in a Child's Programþr HSO and LSO Teachers

Early

Hielt

level I

level2

t75

r90

108

111

level3

level4

level 5

59

55

53

147

Progress

Low
Progess
F- ratio

* indicates

9.s21 7.355

29

3.037

(sig.0I5)" (sí9.027)* (sig.I20)

simificance

p<.05
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.123

8.407

(sis.73s) (sig.020)*

Figure 3. Instructional contingency support for HSO and LSO teachers early in child's
progr¿m based on tot¿l number of responses
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Middle stages- At the middle stage, teacher support continued in a similar paffem,
with teachers from HSO schools providing more support at levels one, two and three,
differences at level 2beingstatistically different (F:12.479,p.008), while teachers from

LSO schools provided more support at level five, as shown in both Table 4 and Figure 4.
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Table 4
Total Number of Respotues at Each Level of Support in the Middle of a Child's Program

for HSO and LSO Teachers

Middle

High

level I

level2

144

191

l16

9s

level3

Ievel 4
29

t6

44

level5

Progress

Low
Progress

F-ratío
aindicates
signi6c¿nce

1.009

(sig.345)

12.479

2.3t8

.693

.774

(sig.008)*

(sig.166)

Gig.azÐ

(sig.a05)

p<.05

Figure 4. lnstructional contingency support for HSO and LSO teachers in the middle of a
child's program based on total number of responses
Gomparison of

l¡vel

of Support in Middle of Programs

Late stages. Late in children's programs, the HSO teachers provided more
contingency support at low levels, while the LSO teachers provided significantlymore
contingency support at high levels (F :24.611, p
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: .001).

Table 5
Total Number of Responses at Each Level of Support l-ate in Child's

Programþr

HSO and LSO teachers
lowto high level support

Late

level I
High

144

level 2
175

ll2

tzt

2.2r4

.980

(sig.175)

(sig.35l)

level3
3t

level4

level5

n.,

47

Progress

Low

95

Progress

F-ratío

* indicates

.s45
(sig.a81)

24.6t1
(sig.001)*

2.153
(sig.180)

p<.05

Figure 5. Instructional contingency support for HSO and LSO teachers late in a child's
progr¿m based on total number of responses
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level 5

Summary of Section One
Teachers in HSO schools. When looking at the level of contingency support

provided by HSO teachers throughout the program, low levels of support were frequently

provided. The HSO teachers seemed to encourage and praise the children for problem
solving on their own, particularly at the very early stages of the intervention. However,
support at levels three, four, and five was considerably lower throughout the program, so
that at no point did the HSO teachers seem to increase the level of support.

Instructions-telling the child demonsfating, or giving them the answer, which would
be rated as support at level 5, remained fairly constant

with only a slight rise in the

middle portion of the child's program.

Teachers in LSO schools. LSO teachers, on the other han{ showed that they

frequently provided support at low levels throughout the program, but also maintained
high support levels throughout the entire progftim. A moderate level of support was not
often provided. In fact, support at level three appeared to be much less frequent than at
any other level. Level 3 supports occur at the point at which a teacher prompts and leads
the child into a particular way of thinking. At levels 4 and 5, it would seem that teachers

from LSO schools, compared to those from HSO schools, included considerable telling,
demonstrating and modelling for students early in their programs and relative to teachers

in HSO schools, continued level 5 support late into the intervention.
When comparing the two groups at the early stages of the child's program, there
were distinct differences. HSO teachers gave considerably more low level support at
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early stages of the child's progrÍrms, while LSO teachers gave considerably more high
level support early in the intervention.

In the middle parts of the program, these patterns

\ryere

similar, but they were

somewhat diminished in terms of LSO teachers, who continued to provide a high level

of

support.

Late in the children's program, compared to the HSO teachers once again, the
LSO teachers increased their level of support.
Thus, in answer to the question, "What are the patterns of contingency support
that teachers provide during the writing process", it would seem that once a pattern

of

level of support was established there was really very little change throughout the course

of any one progr¿rm, for either HSO or LSO teachers.

Section Two: Methods of Word-Solving

Eleven strategies for word-solving were taught, prompted and promoted by the
teachers involved in the study. Only those methods observed have been included in this

classification system. The methods observed follow.

Method

I: Knownword

use of a word the child already

In this procedure, the teacher or tlre student initiates the

knows. The target word to be solved \ilas "and". A

sample interaction between student and teacher was as follows:

Child: My mom and ...Iknowthat word
Teacher: nunmm
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Child: and (wntes the word).

2: Analogt.

Method

To help students use this stratery, the teacher or the student

initiates the use of something the child knows in order to wriæ something new. The

taryetword to be solved was "bee". A sample interaction between student and teacher
follows:
Teacher: What do you know that would help you wnte bee?

Child: hmmmm,

we or see?

Teacher: You know see,that will help you write óee.

Child: B-E-E

(as she unites)? Is that right?

Teacher: You've got it.

Method

3: Hearing

and recording sounds in words. Instructions in the case

of

this sffategy take place when the teacher or the student initiates the use of the phonemic
analysis of a word and its associated graphemes. The target word to be solved was

from". A sample interaction between student
Child:

"

and teacher is provided.

I got themfrom... drom

Teacher: Say it slowly.

Child: ffirmooooomnuûnm
Teacher: (draws one box for every sound and provides counters for the child to
slide into the boxes, one at a time) What can you hear?

Chtld:

M
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Teacher: Where would you put it?

Child: in the last box.

Child: ffffrrooooom,

F,

I hear F here (indicating the first box)

Teacher: What else can you hear?

Child: ffffirrmooooom, rrrnrrr
Teacher: How would you write it? (child writes

'r'

on working page) Where

would you put it? (child indicates the second box and unites it in)

Child: fffrroooooo....O! O!
Teacher: Thereyougo!
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Method 5: Known word and analogt. In this instructional strategy, the teacher or
the student initiates the use

of a word

the child knows plus the use of that knowledge to

get to something new. The word to be solved was "smoke". A sample interaction
between student and teacher occurred.

Child: ...the

same smoke

Teacher: hmmmm

Child: It

starts like small.

Teacher: OK

Child: (writes SM) ...

oke, Coke!

Teacher: (laughing) Well?

Child: (writing) oke...

.smoke.

Method 6: Analogt and hearing and recording sounds in words. In this strategy
the teacher or the student initiates the use of something the child knows in order to
write
something new, plus adds phonemic and graphemic analysis. The target word to be
solved was "that". A sample interaction between student and teacher was as follows:

Teacher. that....What do you know?

Child: I don't know
Teacher: Youknowthe... say the andthensay that

Child: the... thar
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Teacher: They start the same.

Child: TH
Teacher: What do you hear at the end of the word?

Child: th aaqaqaat..... al (writes A) t (urites T)

Method 7: Knownword plus teacher contribution In this procedure, the teacher
or the student initiaæs the use of a known word plus the teacher contributes to the word
construction by writing the rest of the

wor{

or by telling the child how to write the rest

of the word. The word to be solved was "coming". A sample interaction between
student and teacher follows:

Child: is coming...
Teacher: coming....

Child: Iknow,I know... come anding
Teacher: hmmm

Child: (unites comeing).

There.

Teacher: Good work, this time there is no E. (Puts tape over the letterE.)
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Method 8: Analogt plus teacher contribution In this instructional strategy the
teacher or the student initiates the use of something the child knows to write something
new plus the teacher contributes by writing the rest of the word or by telling the child

howto write the rest ofthe word. The word to be solved was "kids". A sample
interaction betrveen student and teacher follows:
Teacher: Some kids....kids

Child: I don't know
Teacher: You know hid.

Child: (writes cid) cids.... (adds S)
Teacher: Great you've almost got

it. This time you need a K.

Method 9: Hearing and recording sounds inwords plus teacher contribution. ln
this instructional strategy the teacher or the student initiates the use of the phonemic
analysis of the word and its associated graphemes, plus the teacher writes the remainder

of the word or tells the child how to complete

it.

The word to be solved was " broken".

A sample interaction between student and teacher follows:
Teacher: You say'broken' slowly

Child: brrrrooooooken
Teacher: \ryhat can you hear?
Child:rurrum
Teacher: Where are you going to write it?
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Child: Points to last Elkonin box

and writes

N

Teacher: Say it again. What can you hear?
Child: brooooooken
Teacher: What did you hear?

Child: O
Teacher: Where

will

you write it?

Child: I don't know.
Teacher: Put it here (pointing to the correct box). Can you hear anything else?

How do you think it starts?

Child: I don't know.
Teacher:

Method

I'll

help you. (Completes the word.)

I0: Knownword plus onalogt

plus hearing and recording sounds in

words. In this method the teacher or the student initiates the use of a word the child
knows, plus the use of something the child knows to get to something new, plus the
phonemic analysis of part of the word with appropriate graphemes. The target word to be
solved was "missed". A sample interaction between student and teacher that occurred

follows:
Child:missed
Teacher: Ok, you know how to write rziss

Child: Miss?
Teacher: Yes, stop. You know how to u¡rite miss. You know how to write it, so
we need missed (child writes lvfls).
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Child: I have to put another

S?

Teacher: Ummmmhmmtnrnrn, now you know how to write miss and we need
missed.

Child:

T?

Teacher: Well, there are two letters that we can add to the end of a word that
sometimes sound like a Zbut they look different. Like if we wanted to write the

word looked what would we put at the end? Look.....looked.

Child: ED?
Teacher: So you have miss ... but you need missed. It's the same. What can \ile
put on the to make it say missed?

Child: ED. (Child

Method I

I:

adds the correct ending.)

Teacher written. In this method the teacher writes the word for the

child. The target word to be solved was "Calgary". A sample interaction between
student and teacher follows:

Child: My uncle is goingto Calgary.
Teacher: hmmmmm

Child: Calgary
Teacher:

I'll

do that one for you.

Observed methods of Solv ing

A summary of all methods of word-solving observed is presented in Tabte 6.
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Table 6
Methods of l{ord Solving Categorised

Independently
Solved Words
Method l:
Known word

Multiple Approaches
to \ilord-Solving

Single Approaches to

Word-Solving
Method

2:

Method4: Known

Analagy

word and Hearing and
recording sounds in
words
Method 5: Known
word and analogy

Method 3: Hearing and
Recording Sounds in
Words
Method 7: Knownword
plus teacher

lvfethod

No Student

Input to WordSolvins
Method 1l:
Teacher written

6: Analogy

and Hearing and
Recording Sounds

in

words

Method 8: Analogy plus
teacher

Method l0: Known
word plus analogy plus
Hearing and Recording
sound in words

Method 9: Hearing and
Recording Sound in
Words olus teacher

A summary of the percentages of words per story for each of the methods of
solving prompted by the teachers over the sixt¡r lessons observed is outlined in Table 7.
The results indicate the average percentage of words per story prompted by a particular
method or instructional strategy.
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TableT
Percentages of Words Per Story Solved by Each Method by Stage (Early, Middle, Late)
Known Analogy
Word

Hearing Known Knor¡m Analog¡r

and

K.nown Analogy

HeaÌing Known

& Wo¡d and Word Plus and Word &
Recordíng Heffing a¡d Hearing PIus Teache¡ Recording Analogy &
Sou¡dsin a¡d AnaJogy and Teacbe¡
Soundsin Hearing
Words Recording
Recording
Wo¡ds PIus and
Somds in
Soünds in
Teacher Recording
Words
Words
Sourids in
Word

Teache¡

written

'-*
-M"th"d
HSO

early 39.38 0.33

14.08

HSO

middle 52.07 3.86

19.53

HSO

late

60.20 4.82

9.28
11.88

4.88 15.65 4.50 1.33 6.27
I.96 1.78 7.55 0.71 0.91 5.79
1.60 2.E7 l0.f)6 6.76 0.00 3.57
0.00 l.?3 0.00 0.92 2.22 23.OE

3.23

9.37

0.00

1.01

5.æ

3.42 0.00

9.86

0.00

4.20

61.61 2.39

13.68

1.79 2.70

2.68

2.51 0.00

11.39

0.00

1.25

LS0early 55.09 0.0O
LSOmiddle 63.32
LSO

late

2.75

1.67

3.50

1.25

4.57

0.00

l.ll

0.00

5.56

The inærpretation of findings illusfrated in Table 6 is divided according to procedures
used with high and low outcome schools, as illusfiated in Figures 6 and 7 which follow.

Teachers in HSO schools. The methods of solving by HSO teachers throughout

the series of Reading Recovery lessons are illustrated in Figure 6. In all cases, at every

point in children's progrÍrms, most words \ilritten in a story were written independently by
the children. That is, the children in HSO schools composed stories that containedmany
words that they were able to write without the assistance of the teacher.
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Figure

6.

Average Percent of Each Method of Word-Solving Prompted per Story by

HSO Teachers Throughout a Child's Program
Methode of Word€olving Prompted by HSO Teachere
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Further, in HSO schools the proportion of words written independentþ increased
over the course of their program. Early in the program those words were one, two and
three letters words such as: I, a, is, so,

it,

is, my, the, in,

and, and to. Later in the program

the words written independently were much more varied and included: some, love, have,

looking, was, Iittle, yellow.
In additior¡ it is evident that the number of words that teachers in HSO schools
wrote for the children decreased over the time of the intervention. Some words were

written by the teacher because they were deemed to be too difücult, or were words that
the child would use only occasionally such as Calgary, Christmas, and Sean.
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Virtually every method of word-solving was prompted at some point in the thirty
lessons observed in HSO schools.

Teachersfrom LSO schools. Figure 7 presents the findings from LSO schools.

Figure 7. Average Percent of Each Method of Word-Solving Prompted Per Story by
LSO Teachers Throughout a Child's Program
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As illusfrated above, the method of word-solving prompted by LSO teachers at all
points in the program involved some form of hearing and recording sounds in words
either as the single method of word-solving or in combination with other methods.
Teachers did not lead the children to solve by making an analogy, using what they know

about one word to write a similar

wor{

until the middle and late portion of the child's

pfogr¿rm.
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The children with teachers from LSO schools also wrote the largest proportion
words in every story independently. That proportion increased at the middle portion

of

of

the children's program and then decreased again slightlv towards the end of the

intervention. As well, the number of words written by the teacher decreased over the
course ofthe children's programs, in a manner similarto what occurred in the HSO

schools. Earl_y in the program those words were one, two and three letters words such as:

the,

is, a,

I, and, to, it, in. Later in the program the words written independentþ were of

similar lengfh and complexity: I'm, on,fun, with, did, not, at, my.
Two methods of word-solving dominated the prompting of teachers from LSO
schools, hearing and recording sounds in words, and hearing and recording sounds in

words with teacher contribution.
Three methods of solving were rarely,

Methods 4,

I

if

ever, prompted by LSO teachers.

and l0 which all involve multiple word-solving strategies for a single word,

were not observed as methods prompted by LSO teachers.

Comparison of Methods of Solvingþr HSO and LSO Teachers
In order to examine the differences between the HSO and LSO teachers, more
closely, charts of each method of solving prompted over the course of an entire progr¿ùm
were prepard as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8- Solving words by method one: Using known words
Method One: Known Wods
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As shown above, both HSO and LSO teachers encouraged students to write the
words they knew throughout the cou¡se of the child's progftm.

Figure 9. Solving words by method two: Analogy
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There were significant differences betweenHSO and LSO teachers when using
what one knows to write a new word (making an anatogy) was considered. HSO teachers
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prompted this type of word-solving throughout the intervention, with more word-solving
by analogy at middle and late stages. Compared to te¿chers from HSO schools, LSO
teachers did not prompt word-solving by analogy in earl¡r lessons, but increased this type

of prompt in middle and late portions of the program, although not to the ertent that HSO
teachers did.

Figure 10. Solving words by method three: Hearing and recording sounds in words

Method Three: Hearing and Recording Sounds
in Words
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Both groups of teachers prompted the children to word-solve through the use of
phoneme/grapheme colrespondence throughout the course ofthe intervention. HSO
teachers prompted this word-solving procedure more than LSO teachers in the middle

of

the children's program, but less than LSO teachers towa¡d the end as illustrated in Figure
10.
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Figure

1/.

solving words by method four: Known word plus sound/symbol

correspondence

Method Four: Known Word and Hearing and
Recording Sounds in Words
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HSO teachers prompted for the use of known words plus the sound/symbol
conespondence throughout the intervention. In contrast LSO teachers prompted the use

of method flrve only in the late program stages.
Figure 12. Solving words by method five: Known word and analogy
i/lethod Five: Known Wold and Analogy
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I

Both groups of teachers prompted children to solve words partly through the use
of a known word and partly through the use of what they already knew to write the new

word. HSO teachers prompted in this way more in the earþ søges of

a

child's program,

but as the children moved into middle and late stages of the intervention, the differences
between HSO and LSO teachers decreased.

There were, however, differences in the use of method six (using both analogy
and the sound/symbol correspondence) between teachers in HSO and LSO schools, as

illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Solving words by method six: Analogy plus sound/s¡rmbol correspondence
tlllethod Six: Aralogy and Flearing and Recording
Sounds in UUords
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There were differences between the two groups of teachers when two shategies

for word-solving were promoted. HSO teachers prompted throughout the course of the
intervention, inviting students sto think about what they knew and to solve the rest of the
word through phonemic analysis. Teachers from HSO schools began prompting the use
of method six early in the child's program, but those in LSO schools only began
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instruction in this word-solving strategy mid-way through and to a lesser extent late in the
intervention.
The use of known words plus contributions by the teacher seemed to be

employed late in the intervention by HSO teachers, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure

14.

Solving words by method seven: Known word plus teacher contribution
Method Seven: Known Word plus Teacher

Contribution
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In both early and late stages of the child's progftun, HSO teachers prompted the
children to write part of the word using what they knew and then supported the child by

witing or telling the child how to write the remainder of the word. LSO teachers also
taught students to word-solve by this procedure, but compared to the middle portion, to a
lesser extent at early and late stages.

As shown in Figure 15, the use of analogy plus teacher contribution was used
often by LSO school teachers early in the program.
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Figure 15. Solving words by method eight: Analogy plus teacher contribution

nþthod Eighfi Analogy plus TeacherContribution
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HSO teachers prompted somewhat in this way in the early and middle stages

of

the intervention. Neither group prompted the use of this strategy for word-solving late in
the children's programs, however.

While teachers in LSO schools seemed to use both listening for sounds and using
the graphemic representation of that sound plus teacher input as prompts early in the

writing intervention, the input of teachers from HSO schools remained relatively similar
during the early and middle stages, dropping offat the end as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure

/ó.

Solving words by method nine: Sound/symbol correspondence plus teacher

contribution
llllethod Nine: Hearlng and Recording Sounds in
Wotds plus Teacher Contibution
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There appeared to be differences between the two groups in the use of this
combined approach to word-solving (phoneme/grapheme correspondence plus teacher

input). LSO teachers prompted more frequentþ than HSO teachers at all

stages of the

children's progrrims, but particularly at the early stage, as suggested in Figure 16.
Method 10, solving words by using a combination of analogy plus sound/symbol
correspondenc€ was not used frequently by teachers from HSO schools. (Refer to Figure
17.)
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Figure

/7.

Solving words by method ten: Known

wor{

plus analogy, plus

sound/symbol correspondence.

It/lethod Ten: Known Word plus Analogy plus Hearing
and Recording Sounds in Words
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This combined approach to word-solving using a word plus analogy, plus
sound/symbol correspondence, was only used by HSO teachers in the early and middle
stages of the

intervention. This multiJevel stratery was not frequently used by HSO

teachers. As illusfrated in Figure 17, LSO teachers never used this method of word-

solving at any stage of the progrÍùms.
Figure 18 shows teacher input into word-solving, which follows, shows teacher
input into word-solving.
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Figure 18. Solving words by method eleven: Teacher written
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As shown in the previous section on lesson anaþis, in which all teachers
provided level 5 contingency support (essentially telling Wood 2003),both HSO and
LSO teachers wrote words for children at all stages. While LSO teachers contributed

slightly more at early stages, both HSO and LSO teachers had substantially reduced the
number of words written by the teacher late in the children's programs.

Sumrnary of Section Two: Word Solving Strategies

Teachersfrom HSO schools. Teachers from schools with highly successful
outcomes were able to increase the number of words that the child wrote independently
across the duration of the program. Writing independence increased dramatically from

39.38%to 6l.610/o of the words written from the early to late stages of the program.
Method three, hearing and recording sounds in words, was also favoured by HSO
teachers. Method six, whioh combines the use of analogy plus hearing and recording
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teachers. Method si¿ which combines the use of analory plus hearing and recording
sounds, was also a common word-solving strategy implemented by HSO teachers,

particularþ early in the program. Method eleverq in which the teacher writes words
deemed too diffrcult for the child was observed throughout both conditions, however,

HSO teachers provided teacher written supports all the way through the intervention.
However, writing the word for the child was more frequent in early and middle stages
rather than late in the program. Method two, where the child is supported in making an

analory, was rarely prompted by HSO teachers early inthe intervention, but came into
play as a method of word-solving during the middle and late stages. Every method

word-solving includíng the use of multiple strategies for solving

a given

word

of

was

observed at some point during programs taught by HSO teachers.
Teachers_from LSO schools. The data analysis for LSO teachers also revealed

that students could wriæ an increasing number of words students independently as the
program progressed. Compared to students in HSO schools, students in LSO schools
were less likely to be prompted to do so. Method three, hearing and recording sounds in
words, was a favoured LSO procedure for teaching word-solving. Having students say
the word, listen for individual sounds and provide the corresponding grapheme was
strongly promoted throughout the course of LSO programs, with a slight increase during
the middle portion of the intervention. Method nine, hearing and recording sounds in
words plus word-solving contributions by the teacher, was particularly strong in the early
st4ges of LSO programs and

continuedthroughout. The use of multiple word-solving

sfategies and strategies involving the use of analogy only accounted for word-solving in
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solve did not occur atall(0%) in the earþ stages in LSO schools, and only sometimes

during the middle and late stages (15.650/o). Method eight (analogyplus teacher

contribution) and Method ten (use of a known word plus an analogy, plus hearing and
recording sounds in words) was never observed with LSO teachers. The phonemic
analysis of words w¿N a favoured word-solving strateg-y fostered by both groups

of

teachers throughout the course of the entire progr¿rm, accounting for from 9.28o/oto

23.08% of the words written in any one story.

Section Three: Opportunitiesþr llord Solving

Transcripts of the interaction between the teacher and child were analysed for
each word that was solved.

If the child solved a word in the story that he or she had

composed without any assistance from the teacher, the word was noted as "solved

independently". If the teacher wrote the word for the child, then the word was noted

as

"teacher written". When neither student nor teacher moved to write a word the word was
considered to be co-constructed. When words were constructedjointly with either verbal
or non-verbal support from the teacher, the time was noted from the point at which the
word to be written was identified, to the point where support was either offered by the
teacher or requested by the

child. Requests from the child were rarely made. Words

were then categorised as those that were constructed within a two-second interval or less

(2/60thof

a

(3l60thof

a minute).

minute) and those that were constructed after a three second wait or more
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Table 8 shows the average number of words per story together with program stage
(early, middle, or late) and wait time.

Table 8:
Average Number of Words Per Story Constructed by Student and Teacher
independently teacherwritteo coconstucted <2 sec
written

coconstucted >3 sec

Early high 3.3

0.1

Early low

5.00

0.35

1.40

l.t4

high 4.35

0.40

1.15

3.25

5.20

0.32

t.62

1.00

Late high s.47

0.33

1.03

3.33

Latn low

5.28

0.30

2.13

0.82

all

5.26

0.3

2.13

1.08

Middle

Middle low

I

3.1

The following observations were made. Opportunities for children to learn more
about constructing words occurred when teachers provided contingency support. The
level of contingency support was discussed in Section One, however, another aspect was
also observed. When teachers waited for a student to begin to respond rather than

stepping in to support problem solving, the student frequently began to initiate problem

solving independently. When neither student nor teacher moved to wriæ a word, the
word was considered to be co-constructed The time that elapsed between the point
where the word to be solved was identiflred and construction began was measured.
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Responses were then classified as occurring within two seconds or less or three seconds

or more. Those results are summarised in Figures 19 and 20

Figure 19. Average frequency of words constructed by teacher and child with two
seconds or less elapsing
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LSO teachers responded to support the construction of words in two seconds or less
more frequently than HSO teachers at every stage of the interventions. Further, for
teachers in LSO schools, the frequency of these rapid responses increased very slightly in
the late program stages.
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Figure 20. Average frequency of words constructed by teacher and child with three
seconds or more elapsing
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A consistent pattern demonstrated by HSO teachers who waited three

seconds or

more at each stage of the intervention is evident from an examination of Figure 20. It is
also evident that longer wait times occurred with greater frequency with HSO teachers
than with LSO teachers.

Szmmary of Section Three: Opportunitiesþr Word Solving
The opportunities for children to write words independently and the opportunities

for teachers to write words for children have already been discussed in the previous
section. However, when the incidence of co-constructed words was examined, there was
a marked difference between

HSO and LSO teachers.

While teachers from both HSO and LSO schools were all observed waiting two
seconds or less before stepping in to help the child word-solve at every point in the

program, early middle and late, teachers from HSO schools maintained approximately the
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same frequency of that response. LSO teachers, on the other hand, increased the

frequency with which they stepped in quicHy to support the students as the programs
progressed.

When considering co-construction in which the teacher waits tfuee seconds or
more before offering support, it is clear that the HSO teachers intervened only reluctantly
on average three times per story at all stages of the intervention, early, middle, and late.

In contrast, LSO teachers waited out students only once per story on average across the
entire program, not only at the early and middle stages, but also atlate stages. LSO
teacher seemed to rush to help. Rushing to help seems counter-productive in that,
compared to LSO students, HSO students had two more opportunities every day to
consider how they would construct a word for themselves. This pattern of wait time is
also reflected in the words written independently, as HSO children frequently decided
that they did not need help from the teacher and wrote words independently.

Section Four : Additional Obsemations

Planning_for Teaching
Planning for teaching is an element that evolves as the result of Reading Recovery
teachers looking at lesson records for evidence of the child's shengths and considering

the nex! most beneficial instructional move for each individual

child. Prior to each

observation, teachers were asked what they had planned or thought about as an

instructional emphasis for the lwiting portion of the lesson. After the lessor¡ the teachers
were asked how they felt the lesson had gone. Field notes confirmed or refuted whether
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the planned instructional goals had been achieved. Five categories of teacher plans
emerged: a strategic level plan that was followeü a strategic level plan that was not

followed; an item level plan that was followed; an item level plan that was not followed;
and no plan.

The teachers had sometimes planned to strengthen or emphasise a particular
stratery that would support uniting development. This plan was followed at times and
not followed at other times. An example of a plan at a strategic level that one teacher
proposed \ilas "... to make sure the child consistently said words slowly for [him/trerselfl

in order to hear more of the consonant framework of the words he [or she] want[ed] to

solve." The teachers were often able to reflect upon whether or not they had followed
this plan.
Teachers also sometimes established a plan that would sfiengthen or emphasise a

particular "item of knowledge." That is, they planned to focus on one or more particular
letter or letters or words that would not necessarily have any generative value. One
the teachers had planned'to really get [the child] uiriting the letters

of

'b' and 'd'the right

rryay." Once agaiq this type of plan was sometimes ca¡ried out and at other times not.
The teachers were always able to reflect upon whether or not they had followed their
plan.
There were also examples of times that the teachers had no specific plan in mind

prior to the lesson. When asked what they had planned responses varied, but were

typified by the response, "I'll just wait and see what comes up. You know,I'll just

follow the child."
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A summary of teacher planning results is presented in Table 9. Over the course of
thirlry observations ofHSO teacher and thirty observations of LSO teachers it was clear
that HSO teachers frequentþ had planned to look for opportunities to süengthen the

child's writing development and were usually able to car¡r out their plan. It is also
evident that LSO teachers frequently had not planned. On the occasions that a plan was
established, whether it be at a strategic or knowledge level, it was not followed as

frequently as was the case for teachers in HSO schools.

Table 9:

Frequenqt Table For Planning

Strategic Strategic

ltern

level
that

plan that
was not

ltern level
plan level plan plan that
was that was not was
followed followed followed

Lessons ofTeachers
from Schools with
HSO

n:30
Lessons ofTeachers

level

no plan

followed

2t2205

fromSchoolswith 2

4

4

2

18

LSO

n:30

Stimultþr Composing
In considering the opportunities that young writers have to solve words, it must
not be forgotten that without adequate opportunities in the composed tex! there is little

opportunity for the child to solve new words. Reading Recovery teachers seek to shape
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children's compositions that have come aboú from

a

"short, but genuine conversation-

(Clay, 1993 p. 29). Teachers may choose to guide the child to rvrite about a personal
e4perierrce, retell a stor]', or compose a story about an e4perience thaf the teacher and

chíld had shared DeFord et al (1991) found that teacbers with higher outcome students
promped them to write stories not only about personal experiences, but atso aborÍ books
the1, had

read The

results in this data suggest th¿t both ITSO and LSO teachers used both

personal e¡periences and books as stimuli for writing. In thís study, however, HSO
teachers relied onthe childs personal experiences more frequenûly, while LSOteachers

were only slíghtly more líkely to use personal e¡periences rather than story retelling, as

illustraled in Table

10.

Table 10
Frequency of Sttmultþr Composing Used by HSO (ntd IßO Teachers

child's

Personal

Eleenence

A story the child

Read

had

An ExperiEnce Teacher
and Chrld ha.d Shared

HSO
taanL,aæ

,A

LSO
rcacncni

Use

l¿

T5

ofTime
lVithin üre ûamework of a 3O-minute Reading Recovery lesson, tre urriting

portion ofúe lesson is preceded andfollowed

þ

reading continuoustsxts. As seen in

Table l0,túrentime speut onwriting instructionwas analysed,úre mean ariourt oftime

for boft HSO and LSO teachers'was very close to l0 minutes, rep,resenting about one-
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third of a Reading Recovery lesson. However, standard deviations reveal a signifìcant
difference between the two groups. Writing instruction time for HSO teachers varied
from between 6.6 and 12.9 minutes, 68% of the time. On the other han{ LSO teachers
varied writing instruction time from between 4.9 and 16.5 minutes,6S0/o of the time.
There was thus much grcater variation in the amount of time devoted to uniting

instruction on the part of LSO teachers

as illustrated in Table 11.

Table 11:
Use

of Time lï¡ith¡n the Il'riting Portion of the Reading Recovery Lesson
Time (in minutes)
devoted to story writing
per lesson

HSO
teachers

LSO
teaclrers

mean:9.9 minutes
standard deviation:3.3 min
range:6.5 min to 15.0 min

mean:10.7 minutes
standa¡d deviation:S.8 min
range:S min to 22.5 min

Total Number of
Percentage of the
Words inthe
turns taken devoted to
Conversation between composing and to
teacher and child
solving
durine writine
ma n:941.7 words
standard

devtation:2I4.6

mean:1203.8 words
standard deviation: 53 3. 6

mean:13.92o/o

standard daniation:6.23%o

mean: 14.10%
ståridard deviation:6.

1

7%

Within the writing portion of the lesson, the amount of talk, most of which was
dominated by the teacher, also varied. HSO teachers engaged in conversations that
averaged 941.7 words, with a standard deviation of 214.6. LSO teachers engaged in
conversations that averaged 1203.8 words, with a standard deviation of 533.6. Thus there
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was a far greater range for LSO teachers. The interaction between teacher and child was

either very brief or very lengthy. This is illustrated in Figures

2l

and22.

Figure 2l.Total number of words in conversational interaction during the writing
portion for HSO teachers
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Figure 22.Toøl number of words in conversational interaction during the writing
portion for LSO teachers
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HSO teachers devoted 13.92% of the interaction to composing with a standard

deviation of 6.23. LSO teachers devoted 14.10o/o of student interactions to composing

with a standard deviation of 6.17. When the portion ofthe conversation devoted to
composition is considered, it is clear that HSO and LSO teacher devoted similar amounts
of time to the composing process, leaving the remainder of the time for conversation
about word-solving.
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CTIAPTER 5
Results and Discussion

The purpose of this study was to uncover a pattern of effective teaching decisions
made by Reading Recovery teachers in the writing section of the Reading Recovery

lesson. Three aspects oftutorial support were examined: (1) the level of support
provided by the teachers, in keeping with Wood's (2003) concept of instructional
contingency; (2) the sfiategies for word-solving prompted by teachers, aligned to Wood's
(2003) concept of domain contingency; and (3) the opportunities for students to initiate
independent and co-operative word-solving before teachers intervened, as suggested by

Wood's (2003) concept of temporal contingency. As a result of the observations, three
other factors related to instructional success emerged: (1) the degree of instructional

planning devoted to uníting (2) the nature of composing stimulus, and (3) the
relationship between the amount of time and amount of talk involved in the tutorial
dialogue.

Major Findings
ContingencY SuPPort

1.

Teachers from HSO schools offered

low level support (general and

specific verbal intervention) througlrout the child's progffìm. Teachers
from LSO schools, on the other han{ offered both low and high levels

of supporq including support at level 5 (demonstrating and modelling)
across the entire

pfogftim. Level 5 support continued even late in the

program.
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2.

Teachers from HSO schools encouraged and provided students

opportunities for problems solving even early in the program.

l4lord-Solving

1.

While students in HSO schools could write fewer words than students
in LSO schools at the beglnning of the progr¿rm, students in both
schools were able to write approximately the same number of words at

the end of their progr¿un.

2.

Teachers in both conditions wrote words for students at approximately

the same rate at the end of the program.

3.

Analogy, as a word-solving strategy, was rarely used in LSO schools.

4.

Listening for and recording sounds in words was the most frequently
used word-solving strategy in both conditions.

Opp or tuni

ties

for Ilord

1.

S olv

ing

Teachers from LSO schools consistently intervened more quickly

throughout the course of lessons than did their counterparts in HSO
schools.

Additional

1.

Teachers in LSO schools seemed to plan less than teachers in HSO
schools.

t02

Both sets of teachers used both personal experience and story retelling
to prompt uriting, but HSO teachers used personal experiences more
frequently than LSO teachers.
3.

Compared to HSO schools, there was more variation across time spent
on writing in LSO schools and more variation in the amount of talk
that occurred in lessons.

&nnmary and Discussion
Level of Contingency Support
The high frequency with which low level contingency support was provided to
Reading Recovery students early in the intervention is evidence that teachers from both

high and low successfi¡l outcome schools supported learners to do what they were able to
do independentþ. The total frequency of teacher responses at levels one and two over
the course of the two early program observations of five teachers from schools with high
success was 389, and

for five teachers from schools with less successful outcomes, 219.

In the middle portion of the children's programs, the total frequency of teacher responses
at levels one and two over the course of two observations was 335 for teachers from high
success schools,

and2ll for teachers from schools with less success. At the later

stages

of the intervention, the total frequency of teacher responses at levels one and two over the
course of trvo observations w¿ts 295 for teachers from schools with high success, and 239

for teachers from schools with less success. These results suggest that in order to develop
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independence, it is more effective to provide low levels of support to students, regardless

of the program.

A high level of support, at levels four and five, was evident in 105 of the
responses

for teachers from schools with highty successful outcomes early in children's

progftims, compared to 200 of the responses for teachers from schools with less
successful outcomes. At mid-point, teachers from schools with highly successful
outcomes provided a high level of support in 90 responses and teachers from schools with
less successful outcomes provided a high level of support in 127 responses. At the late
stages of the intervention, teachers from schools with highly successful outcomes

provided a high level of support in 78 responses while teachers from schools with less
successful outcomes provided a high level of supportin 172 responses.

This finding did not support my hypothesis that teachers from schools with highly
successful outcomes would alær their levels of support as the children moved through the
program. Once the response pattern was established it seemed to remain the same

throughout the program. However, this finding does support the hypothesis that teachers

from schools with less successful outcomes would demonstrate

a cluster

of levels

of

support that did not change significantly throughout the children's program. The data
demonstrates that the support provided by teachers from LSO schools clustered between

frequent low level support and frequent high level support.
Three factors may have contributed to the clusters of levels of support at the low
and higb end of the scale for teachers from schools

with less successfi,¡l outcomes. First,

these teachers frequently did not plan lessons at a strategic
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level. Second these teachers

had either very little or a great deal to say over the course of the writing portion of the
lesson which averaged 10.7 minutes. Without a focus for teaching, the teachers were

either unsure of what to say, or provided too many teaching points throughout the

writing lesson. Third, the children in this study had come into Reading Recovery in the
second half of their grade one year. The children may have had more confi.lsions and
gaps in knowledge than would students who knew very

liule at the beginning of the

school year. As a result, students may have been more difficult to observe and their

writing behaviours may have been more complex and difficult to assess on an ongoing
basis. Confounded by the complexity of classroom instruction in the second half ofthe
school year, ReadingRecovery teachers may face more challenges in supporting uriting

development in the second term..
The teachers' philosophical stance on the teaching of uriting was not established

in this study. Their theoretical understandings may also have influenced their ability to
know when to support a process under development. If the teachers did not have a secrre
understanding of what they were teaching for, the uniting portion of the lesson may have
been seen as a "time to write a couple of sentences" rather than a "time to develop

writing

¿rs

a process and solve words."

Iïlord-Solv ing Strategies

Independence. Throughout the course of all of the progrrims, the percentage

of

words per story written independently by the children constituted the largest portion

of

words written. For the students from schools with highly successful outcomes, this
ranged from 39.38o/o early

in their progrirm, to
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52.07Vo

in the middle of the program, and

to 60.20/o in the late stages. For students from schools with

less successful outcomes, the

percentage of words written independently ranged from 55.09o/o eafly in the program, to
63.32% in the middle of the progftim, and to 61.61% late in the program. Thus
independent word-solving ability increased as a function of program duration.

Hearing and recording sotmds. The other methods of word-solving taught,
prompted and promoted by teachers showed that any method that involved an analysis

of

the phonemes of the word and linking the sounds to corresponding graphemes was

favoured by all of the teachers. In the early stages of the progftùm this, used alone or in
combination, accounte dfor 42.42% of the words written for students from schools with

highly successful outcomes. For students from schools with less successful outcomes,
making sound/symbol associations accounted for 34.96% ofthe words written early in
the program.

In the middle stages, children from schools with highty successñrl outcomes had
shifred to solving 35.98% of the words in this way, while at mid-point children from
schools with less successful outcomes were solving24.$4o/o of their words using
sound/symbol correspondences.

By the late stages of the progr¿tm, the percentage of words solved using hearing
and recording sounds in words alone, or in combination accounted for 25.41%o of the

words solved for children from schools with highly successful outcomes and to 29.54%

for children from schools with less successful outcomes. This decreasing reliance on
hearing sounds in words for word-solving across the duration of the program for both
HSO and LSO schools suggests that students had begun to generalise some spelling
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patterns. The students had learned the procedure and were able to apply spelling patterns
to larger portions of the words they wanted to solve.
Teacher assistance. Teachers from schools with highly successful outcomes

wrote or contributed to the construction of 15.6% of the words early in the program,

ll.9ïo/oofwordsinthemiddleoftheprogram andll.44o/oofwordslateintheprogram.
Teachers from schools with less successful outcomes wrote or contribuæd to the

constructionof 3I.78Vo of the words written early in the program,17.48o/o of the words in
the middle of the progrrrm, and 15.15% of the words in the late stages of the program.

At

all stages, teachers from schools with less successful outcomes contributed to the
production of words more frequenfly than did teachers from schools with highly
successful outcomes.

Multiple word-solving strategies. It was evident

as

well, that teachers from

schools with highly successful outcomes prompted multiple methods of solving

individuals words, while teachers from schools with less successful outcomes were less
comfortable providing this type of guidance, relying instead on a single approach to
word-solving, usually phonemic analysis.
Summøry ofword-solving. This data suggests that the use of hearing and

recording sounds in words is the dominant method of word-solving for all teachers. This
does not support my original hypothesis that teachers from schools

with higltly successful

outcomes would favou¡ the use of analogies to word-solve, but does support my original
hypothesis about teachers from schools with less successful outcomes. The level

of

teacher assistance, however, correlates with the data, suggesting that teachers from
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schools with less successful outcomes provide high levels of support tlro'lglrout the
course of the children's programs. This level of assistance is perhaps too high.

Providing more wait timg especially as the program proceeds, may be in order.
These results rnay exempli$ teachers' theoretical stance of how we write words.

The heavy domination of phonemic analysis for word-solving may reflect this stance,
however, this study did not survey teachers abor¡t their beliefs prior to the observations to

confirm or disprove this point.

Fostertng Independence Through Opportwtities

for

Word-Solv ing

Words that were co-constructed by the teacher and child together give a deeper
understanding of opportunities for learning. A third category emerged when the results

of the analysis of words written independently and words written by the teacher were
eliminated from the frequency counts. Words that were approached as a problem-solving

activity and co-constructed with the teacher and student working together, accounted for
nine of the eleven categories for assisting word construction. Further, when the teacher
waited for two seconds or less, as Rowe (in Shwarø & Klein, 1997) documented, the
student does not have the opportunity to initiate word-solving. However, when the wait

time is increased to three seconds or more, extended opportunities are provided for
sfudents to make a move to problem-solve the construction of words,

children are more likely to solve words independently.
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\ilith the result that

Thus, when considering opportunities for initiating independent word-solving the
amount of time the teacher waits for the child to solve before they jump in and suggest a
strategy must be considered.

Both groups of teachers demonstrated examples of waiting two seconds or less
before deciding to offer support. However, the LSO teachers consistently and
increasingly were qurck to support the child's word solving to a greater degree than the
HSO teachers. While these differences may suggest that the teachers knew their students
so well that they could anticipate that the child might becomes frustrated in solving

particular words, it may also suggest that the teachers were conñ.rsed about what the
students actually knew about word-solving.

Conclusion

Profile of HSO Teachers
Teachers from schools with highly successful outcomes regularly planned for the

writing portion of the Reading Recovery lesson. Their plans were frequently geared
towa¡d helping students strengthen and expand their method of word construction. The
plan was usually followed. In contrast to teachers from LSO schools, teachers from HSO
schools consistently used ten minutes or more of the daily, thirty-minute lesson for

writing instruction, suggesting that they valued the reciprocal relationship between
reading and writing.
The conversation between the teacher and child during the ten minute writing

portion of a Reading Recovery lessons in HSO schools was about 900 words long, plus or
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minus 200 words, with 139% of the total time devoted to the composing part of the

uniting process. This was consistent throughout the series of lessons, suggesting that this
amount of teacher talk is neither too much nor too little to help the child understand more
about the writing process. The HSO teachers most often used the children's personal
experiences as a stimulus for composing.
The HSO teachers provided contingency support at a relatively low level

throughout t}re course of the child's progr¿rm. At times, the HSO teachers demonsfrated,

told or modelled an action, but this was not a primary feature of the support they
provided. Rather, offering support was something that happened in small doses,
suggesting that HSO teachers focussed on one or two new things daily throughout the
course of a child's progr¿rm. Teachers from HSO schools also promoted multiple ways

of

thinking about a word in order to constnrct it.
Throughout the course of the intervention, HSO teachers wrote words for the

child that they believed to be too difficult for him or her to solve at any given point in the
progr¿Ìm.

Waiting for tbree seconds or more as the students either pondered a strategy for
word-solving or were able to solve the word independently was a regular occurrence for
HSO teachers throughout the intervention. While HSO teachers did step in quickly for
some words,

the child.

it appeared that this was a deliberate move, based on what they knew about

All five of the children from the high successful outcome schools involved in

this study were discontinued from the Reading Recovery progftim, having made
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sufficient gains in both reading and writing to be able to benefit from classroom
instruction without the need for further tutorial support.

Profile ofLSO Teachers
Teachers from schools with less successful outcomes often did not plan for the

writing portion of the ReadingRecovery lesson. The plans that were made were
frequently geared toward teaching the child a single iæm of knowledge that had limited
generative value. LSO teachers devoted, on average, ten minutes of the daily thirly-

minute ReadingRecovery lesson to uriting insfiuction, but writing time varied widely,

from 5 to23.5 minutes.
The conversation between the teacher and child during the ten minute writing
portion in LSO schools was about 1000 words long plus or minutes 600 words, with
l4.lo/o of the time devoted to the composing part of the uiriting process. The teachers
varied the stimulus for composing, sometimes using the child's personal experiences and
sometimes using a story the child had read.
The LSO teachers provided contingency support at both low and high levels

throughout the course of the child's program. They frequently allowed the child to solve
words independently or demonsfrated told, or modelled an action. This pattern was
consistent througütout each child's progr¿rm.

Many opportunities were available for the children taught by LSO teachers to

write words independently, but hearing and recording sounds in words with or without
some contribution from the teacher was the most favoured solving word-stratery
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promoted. Throughout the course of the child's

progr¿rm, LSO teachers occasionally

wrote words for the children that they believed to be too difficult, particularly at the early
and middle stages of the child's program.

Waiting for the sfudent to initiate some sort of word-solving süategy was less
evident in the instruction of LSO teachers. Throughout the course of the intervention
they inûequentþ waited for three seconds or more as the child either pondered a wordsolving strategy to initiate, or solved the word independently. LSO teachers frequently
stepped in quickly to co-construct words with children. This did not appear to be a

contemplated move, but rather, a habitual way of responding. The children all made
gains in writing, and fou¡ of the five were able to work within a regular classroom

program without tutorial support by the end of the school year. One child was identified
as needing further, Iong-term support.

Imp I ic at ions

þr

Ins tructi on

Seven efficient instructional strategies have emerged as the result of this study.

The profile of teachers from schools with highly successfrrl outcomes has provided
insights into beneficial teaching practices.

l.

Children in a writing tutorial setting benefit from ongoing low level support to
guide their decision making as they problem solve words. As they gain control

of

more and more ¿rspects of the writing process, the teacher, who acts as a
knowledgeable guide, can provide a small amount of direct teaching, telling
demonstrating and strategy modelling for problem solving words. High levels

of

tutorial support, such as teaching demonstrating and modelting word-solving is

rt2

beneficial when it occu¡s with relatively low frequency throughout the entire
course of an intervention.
2.

The data indicates that it is imprudent to overwhelm a child with many new points

of learning in one lesson. Knowledge of the student's understandings at any given
point in time can help the teacher to plan appropriately for the next, most
benefi cial teaching point.
J.

Planning for instruction in order to support the child's straûegic writing
development, was a critical factor in determining successful outcomes. More

specifically, planning directed at developing or strengthening some aspect of the

writing process was beneficial. When the teacher has determined

a course

of

action prior to an intensive tutorial situation, teacher talk was focussed and time

well used. The data has shown that attention to súategic planning was related to
highly successful outcomes.
4.

Students should be able to write the vast majority of words in stories they
compose independently. This pattern was evident for all participants in this study.
Independent word-solving increased over the course of the intervention. A

qualitative analysis of students' stories indicates that the complexity of these
words changed from early to later lessons. Attention to the complexity of the
words the student adds to his or her repertoire of known words is important in
order to monitor the increasing word knowledge. Solving words that were new
was a task that was often shared by the student and teacher together. The
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contingency support required was reduced when the student began to problem
solve on his or her own.
5.

V/hen planning for the development of word-solving strategies in writing
attention to the amount of time teachers wait before offering support must receive

attention It was clear that

students need some time, three seconds or more, to

initiate word-solving for themselves. When wait time is provided, students
increased the number and variety of words they were able to write independently
and needed fewer highly supportive teaching moved bytheirtutors.
6.

The word-solving strategies th¿t were most effective when taught, prompted and
promoted were those that involved more than one solving method for a particular

word. Thinking about words in more than

one way encouraged the

flexibility that

students needed in order to be able to problem solve on their own. That is,
students benefited when a new word was analysed phonemically and linked to

known words or other knowled¡¡e that students had within their repertoires.
7.

It

was more effective for children to write about personal experiences more

frequently than it is to have them retell a story in writing. While the conversation
between the teacher and child may centre on a personal response to a story, the
story that evolves should centre on the child's own activities. An individu¿I,

child-centred perspective to the story may have helped a child relate personal
experiences in a language structure more similar to that used in a story, but

children need not be guided to wriæ about ttre story from an objective vieupoint.

tt4

This factor must be consídered as teachers plan for the stimuli they use to engage
chíldren in conversation during the pre-writing phase of the lesson.

I mpl icat ions for Further

Res earch

The results ofthis study may have been affected by e¡periences the children had
been involved in within the classroom setting. The teachers in this study were working

with students who had entered the Reading Recovery program in the second half of the
year. That is, they were still the lowest achieving students in their classes after six
months at school. While their scores onAn Observation Survey of Early Literacy
Achievement (C1ay,2002) may have been very low, results reflected confusions and gaps

in knowledge ratherthan lack of classroom experience or exposure to literacy instruction.
Future investigations are necessary with child¡en entering the program in the first part

of

the school year in order to determine the pattern of contingency support required when

children know very little abor¡t literacy.
Teachers' theoretical orientation to the writing process plays an important role in

determining the learning opportunities provided to students. Further study into teachers'
background knowledge, experience in teaching writing to young children and personal
perspectives about instruction would clarify the way that the development of the writíng
process is supported by teachers. Additionally, research into teachers' stated beliefs
versus teaching practices would provide valuable insights.

Composíng is an integral part of the writing process. More ínvestigation into the
conversations between teachers and students before recording the words of the story takes
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place may be warranted in order to establish the way teachers shape young children's

stories. Consideration must be given to how that support shifts over time. Teacher
support to increase the complexity of stories composed by children should be correlated

with the number of opportunities the children have to solve new and unusual words, plan
stories with changing structures., and create compositions with more meaningtil content.
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Appendix A
Scores onAn Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement (C1ay,2002) Tasks
Connected to Writing

Hearing And Recording Sounds
In Words
at entry to Reading

Recovery

when leaving
Reading Recovery

Writing Vocabulary
at entryto

Reading

Recovery

(discontinuing/refe
rral for long term
support)

subject leaving raw
status soore
Student
I

Student

stanine

stanine

raw

(discontinuing/refe
nal for long term
support)

raw

stanine

raw

score

score

score

disc

22

34

l6

52

disc

20

37

l3

50

disc*

15

37

t2

63

disc

22

37

T3

48

22

37

32

45

ref**

3

31

disc

34

37

32

80

disc

23

37

15

70

t9

36

15

45

2l

32

t2

35

2

Student
a

5

Student
4

Student disc
5

Student
6

Student
7

Student

2l

8

Student disc
9

Student

disc

when leaving

Reading Recovery

10

*disc designates a student who was successfirlly discontinued from daily tutoring in literacy
++ ref designates a student who has been referred for long term specialist support in literacy
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Appendix B
Observation Sheet
Observation #

Date:
Teacher/Student:
School:
Lesson number:_ Start

Time:_

End Time:

Writing Focus for lesson:
Story:
I¡ter-

Wait time fo¡

actor

action

cû'

c

n¡r¡ber

cc'lstructed
words

t = teacher

Co¡¡mer¡t oraction

= child

verbal

level ol
contingency

aaicnþ

Íryport

Non-

SolviDg
sÞatE¡y
bv teacher

Total Number of words in interaction:
Tot¿l Number of conversational turns devoted to composing:
Total Number of conversational turns:
Teacher's reflection on the lesson:

Coc<mshucted 2 sec. or less
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Appendix C
Stories Composed and Written by Children from Early to Late

Student One

l.

It is so windy. It is super cold.

2. My chicken pox are itchy.
3. The big case was stuck in the field
4. The Case is the boss of the tractors and the semi tn¡ck is the boss of the trucks.
5. They have the same seat and the same smoke stack.
6. He was not hungry. He ate the car and the bike.
Student Two

7. I made a book with a pig in it.
8. My uncle is going to Calgøry and I said "bye".
9. I was sick and Miss Smith missed me.
I have a baseball game in three days.
I had Skooter before Christmas and I love him lots.
12.Ilnve a rose hat that has roses that look like real roses.
10.
11.

Student Three

13 The fatcat

ate too much fish.

14. The puppetpeople made the puppets jump.
15. Snakes can be dangerous ifthey are not your pet.
16. The giant was silly because he cried and a boy heþd.
17 .If I saw a T Rex I would say "Can't you pick on someone bigger?"
18. I h¿ve a car that can flip in the air when it goes fast

Student Four
19. I gave Ellaacookie and a cracker.
20. I like to play inthe pool and dunk my head.
21. I like to jump on the tampoline.
22. A bee can get a goat out of the turnip field by stinging them.
23. It was my parly! The piñata had candy and lollipops, too.
24. I think that the tongue is sticking out because he is looking at a kangilroo.
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Student Five

25.I got pajamas with lambs and numbers
26.I got some Pokemon toys from Sean and James
27.I was yawning and my ear popped.
28. A little old wonun made a gingerbread man She made a button out of smarties.
29. I went to the garage sale. I got lots of things.
30. The little duckbill heard the T Rex. She heard him coming. She hid in the ferns.

Student Six
31. The big hill is a dinosaur.
32. She found the book in the couch.
33. The animals made a trap.
34. I like to run in the sprinkler when its hot.
35. I'm going to make a play movie.
36. My brother is nine. My brother went to roller blade.

Student Seven

37. Shelby and I were playrng in the broken fort.
38. Some kids play in puddles.
39. It is wann outside today. I had fun on the structures.
40. On the weekend I played with my friend's dog
41. They made a gingerbread man. It came alive.
42.The boy did not protect the sheep. The sheep died.

Student Eight
43. My mom is at home.
44.Illke to play hockey.
45. I like eating hot dogs.
46.My dad is goingto Toronto.
47.Toby and B.J. had to get a cow out of a ditch. He lived in a farm.
48. I threw water balloons at the pilot and I hit him in the arm.
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Student Nine
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

I like goingin the toilet machine because I like getting soaked.
I saw my sister graduate and I liked it.
My mom is coming to school in two days.
I had a parry for my birthday.
We are going to have aparty in my class.
Jamie is my friend and we like to play war.

Student Ten
55. The baby is hungry.
56. Kitty cat likes to play in the house.
57. If you rake all the leaves up I will give you your money.
58. They were trying to scare the girls on the hard top.
59. He was feeling very sad when he came to his house.
60. They wanted to eat the sweet green grass so they went over the bridge.
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AppendixD
An Analysis of the Method of Solving
RawData Chart
total number of

words

9

1

10

11

in composition

percent percent percent percent percent percent percÆnt percent percent percent percent
HSO in early lessons
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AppendixE

Observations of Instructional Contingency Levels (Wood, 2003)
Raw Dat¿

Subject Obsenøtion

1

St. Dev.

t3

1.07

l3

t0

2.59

1.39

12

1.06

11

1.10
1.46

2.19

1.35

2.19

1.O7

1.9û

1.61

2.15

1.18

2.17

1.62

l0

21

t3
21

17

l3

1.73
1.76

17

1.38

13

1.17

2.17

17

r.59

2.91

13

13

l5

1.41
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13

1.¿16

2.25

11

1.O7

f -86

t4

1.f 0

2.18

1.16

1.lo
1.35

2.50

l.¡+6
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Appendix F
Opportunities for Solving
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